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Schedule: 
 
Location: College of Law Building, Auditorium: 

 

All talks 15 min plus Q&A up to 20 min total. 

 

8:00-8:30  Coffee 

8:30-8:40 Opening Remarks: Zac Wood, University of Georgia, Athens, GA  

 

Session 1 – Discussion Leader:  Phillip Gross, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 

8:40-9:00 Timothy A. Wencewicz, Washington University in St. Louis 

 Tetracycline Inactivating Flavoenzymes 

9:00-9:20 Nathaniel R. Beattie, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 

The impact of protein core repacking on hysteresis in human UDP-glucose dehydrogenase 

9:20-9:40 Deepika Nambiar, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 

Chronicles of a crowded cell: the effect of weak interactions of small molecules on ligand 

binding to the enzyme 

 

9:50-11:20  Poster Session 1 (Numbers 1-40 presenting) 

 

Session 2 – Discussion Leader: Jeremy Lohman, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN  

11:30-11:50 Albert Bowers, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  

 Kinetic Insights into the Mechanisms of Thiopepetide Pyridine Synthases 

11:50-12:10 Jing Zhao, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 

In vitro structure-function studies of the 3’ to 5’ directional processing of polycistronic tRNA 

precursors by bacterial ribonuclease P reveals how local RNA structure can control 

competition between alternative processing sites 

12:10-12:30 Hui Xu, Auburn University, Auburn, AL 

How an Arginine Switch Promotes the Self-Preservation of an H2O2-degrading Enzyme? 

 

12:30-1:30 Lunch Break followed by Group Photo  

Session 3 – Discussion Leader: Liju Mathew, University of Georgia, Athens, GA   

1:30-1:50 Archana Iyer, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA  

 Enhancement of reactivity is not the only kind of cofactor modulation: Y249 in PaDADH 

protects cofactor integrity  

1:50-2:10 Liza Ngo, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 

Identifying Crotonylation Modification on and by HAT1 

 

2:20-3:50  Poster Session 2 (Numbers 41-80 presenting) 

 

Keynote Presentation – Discussion Leader: Zac Wood, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 

 

4:00-5:00  Tadhg Begley, Texas A&M University 

Mechanistic Studies on the Futalosine-Dependent Menaquinone Biosynthetic Pathway 

 

5:00-5:10 Concluding Remarks: Zac Wood, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 

5:15-7:15 Post Conference Networking Social at Ellis Hotel  
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Tetracycline Inactivating Flavoenzymes 

Timothy A. Wencewicz 

Department of Chemistry, Washington University, St. Louis 

 

Tetracyclines have been foundational antibiotics for >70 years. Next generation 

tetracyclines including tigecycline (FDA approved 2005) and eravacycline (currently in 

phase III clinical trials) overcome traditional resistance mechanisms including efflux and 

ribosome protection. These new generations of tetracyclines are certain to select for new 

clinical resistance mechanisms pending widespread use. A new family of NADPH-dependent 

tetracycline inactivating flavoenzymes has emerged in environmental and human pathogens. 

The tetracycline inactivating enzymes confer high levels of resistance to tigecycline and 

eravacycline under aerobic conditions. Our lab has been tracking the dissemination and 

functionally characterizing sequence diverse members of the tetracycline inactivating 

flavoenzymes since 2015.1,2 An overview of our work including structural, mechanistic, and 

inhibition studies will be presented. Key highlights include the structural evolution of a 

gatekeeper helix that spans the substrate and FAD-binding domains to enable gated access to 

the active site that is controlled by conformation of the FAD cofactor (IN – gate is closed; 

OUT – gate is open). The tetracycline substrate appears to be a victim of fate and distance of 

the susceptible oxidation site to the flavin-C4a is predictive for product outcome. Oxidation 

(either hydroxylation or oxygen-insertion) of the conjugated tetracyclic ring system by the 

C4a-peroxyflavin typically induces an irreversible cascade of chemistry leading to a diverse 

array of tetracycline degradation products. Tetracycline inactivating enzymes display an 

impressive plasticity towards substrates, yet a broad-spectrum competitive inhibitor 

(anhydrotetracycline) has been discovered. Anhydrotetracycline binds the substrate-binding 

domain of tetracycline inactivating flavoenzymes in a unique mode compared to tetracycline 

that locks the enzyme in the unproductive FAD-OUT conformation. Anhydrotetracycline is 

an effect tetracycline adjuvant and combination therapy shows efficacy against Gram-

negative human pathogens expressing high levels of tetracycline inactivating enzymes. 

Collectively, our structural, genetic, mechanistic, and inhibition studies lay the groundwork 

for proactively addressing emerging tetracycline inactivating enzymes that threaten recent 

progress in rejuvenating clinical development of tetracycline antibiotics. 

 

1. Forsberg, K. J.; Patel, S.; Wencewicz, T. A.*; Dantas, G.* “The Tetracycline Destructases: 

A Novel Family of Tetracycline-Inactivating Enzymes.” Chemistry & Biology, 2015, 22, 

888-897. *Co-corresponding authors. 

 

2. Park, J.; Gasparrini, A. J.; Reck, M. R.; Symister, C.; Elliott, J. L.; Vogel, J. P.; 

Wencewicz, T. A.*; Dantas, G.*; Tolia, N. H.* “Plasticity, dynamics, and inhibition of 

emerging tetracycline-resistance enzymes.” Nature Chemical Biology 2017, 13, 730-736. 

*Co-corresponding authors. 
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The impact of protein core repacking on hysteresis in human UDP-glucose 

dehydrogenase 

Nathaniel R. Beattie, Nicholas D. Keul, Brittany J. Pioso, Andrew M. Sidlo, and 

Zachary A. Wood* 

Department of Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, University of Georgia, Athens, 

GA, 30602, USA 

 

Glucuronidation is an important drug resistance mechanism in some lung, colorectal 

and breast cancers. UDP-Glucose dehydrogenase (hUGDH) is the only source of UDP-

glucuronic acid, the essential substrate of glucuronidation. Understanding how hUGDH is 

regulated is an important goal in developing strategies to control glucuronidation. hUGDH 

is a hysteretic enzyme, meaning that upon initiation of the reaction there is a pronounced 

lag in activity. Hysteresis is caused by a slow isomerization from an inactive enzyme state 

(E*) to an active one (E). We have proposed hysteresis in hUGDH is a feature of protein 

core repacking that takes place as a is part of the allosteric inhibition mechanism. Briefly, 

the activity of hUGDH is regulated by the conformation of an allosteric switch (T131-

loop/α6) that is buried in the protein core. In the absence of ligand, the allosteric switch is 

in an inactive (E*) conformation. Substrate binding induces the hysteretic transition of the 

switch to the active E state. In contrast, inhibitor binding drives the switch to adopt the low 

substrate affinity EΩ state. For the allosteric switch to change between states, the protein 

core must repack around it. Large cavities surrounding the allosteric switch are believed to 

provide the protein core the flexibility necessary to repack with the allosteric switch. Here, 

we designed two amino acid substitutions with the goal of uncoupling the effects of the 

movement of the allosteric switch from the flexibility of the protein core on hysteresis. 

First, we designed the A136M substitution (hUGDHA136M) to sterically trap the allosteric 

switch in the active (E) state. Inhibition kinetics of hUGDHA136M confirmed the enzyme 

was unable to adopt the inhibited EΩ state. Crystallographic studies verified that in the 

absence of ligand, hUGDHA136M retained the active E conformation. hUGDHA136M showed 

no sign of hysteresis, indicating the ability for the allosteric switch to change conformations 

is necessary to produce a lag. Next, we used RosettaVIP to design the A104L substitution 

(hUGDHA104L) that partially filled a cavity observed in both the E and E* states. By filling 

this cavity, not only was the EΩ state sterically excluded, but the flexibility of the protein 

core during repacking was also reduced. Inhibition kinetics of hUGDHA104L once again 

verified the enzyme was unable to adopt the EΩ state. Crystallographic studies showed that 

the allosteric switch in hUGDHA104L still adopts both the E and E* states, identical to the 

native enzyme. However, hUGDHA104L was also non-hysteretic, indicating that while the 

ability of the allosteric switch to move between states is necessary, it is not sufficient to 

cause hysteresis. Taken together, we were able to uncouple the isomerization of the 

allosteric switch and the flexibility of the protein core in the allosteric inhibition mechanism 

of hUGDH. We have shown that while the isomerization of the allosteric switch between 

the E and E* states is necessary, it is in fact the flexibility of the protein core that causes 

hysteresis. 
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Chronicles of a crowded cell: the effect of weak interactions of small molecules on ligand 

binding to the enzyme 

Deepika Nambiar, Timkhite Kulu-Berhane, Ojaswini Sharma, Robert Shew, Bryan Schwarz, 

Michael Duff, and Elizabeth Howell 

Department of Biochemistry & Cellular and Molecular Biology, University of Tennessee 

Knoxville, TN 37996 

How enzymes behave in cells may differ from how they behave in the test tube. Previous 

in vitro studies of three different dihydrofolate reductases, as well as biophysical studies on folate, 

find that osmolytes interact weakly with folate and dihydrofolate thereby replacing water in the 

hydration shell at certain functional groups. Removal of the osmolytes from the solvation shell of 

dihydrofolate is more difficult than removal of water, which weakens the Kd value (see model 

below). To determine if this phenomenon occurs in vivo, osmotic stress titrations of several folate 

pathway enzymes were performed in E. coli. Knockout and rescued strains of folate pathway 

enzymes were made in E. coli and subjected to osmotic stress. The bacterium synthesizes osmolytes 

in response to osmotic stress. Comparison of the growth of the knockout and rescued strains of the 

folate pathway enzymes would give us a measure of the effect of osmotic stress on that particular 

enzyme’s activity. We have found that the knockout strain could grow to high osmolalities on 

supplemented media while the rescued strain stopped growing at lower osmolalities on minimal 

media. This growth pattern was observed for an R67 dihydrofolate clone rescuing a folA strain of 

E. coli, for a methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase clone rescuing a Keio metF strain and for a 

serine hydroxymethyl transferase clone rescuing a Keio glyA strain. While many parameters may 

be involved in these osmotic stress titrations, math modeling of the folate pathway suggests that these 

results could be an effect of direct titration of the enzyme activity or may be due to 

domino/cascading effects. 

We have further explored the effect of osmotic stress on E. coli DH5α strain with the 

dihydropteroate synthase (DHPS) gene in a tunable plasmid. The ability of the enzyme to function 

and rescue DH5α cells in the presence of sulfamethoxazole was determined. This was done to study 

the effect of osmotic stress on the functioning of DHPS with respect to growth of the cells in 

minimum inhibitory concentrations of the drug. From our previous osmotic stress titrations, we 

know that the in vivo enzyme activity can be titrated directly by osmotic stress or can be inhibited 

due to domino effects. Therefore, we are studying the effects of osmolytes on DHPS by Isothermal 

Titration Calorimetry. Our in vitro studies have shown that betaine and trehalose exert differential 

effects on the binding of the ligand to the enzyme. Betaine tightens the binding of a model ligand, 

pteridine pyrophosphate, to DHPS whereas the presence of trehalose weakens it. We further 

examined this by fluorescence 

spectroscopy and we observed tighter 

binding of ligand to enzyme in presence 

of betaine. Analysis of the functional 

groups of the ligand involved in the 

DHPS reaction gives us an insight to 

these differences. Thus, by combining in 

vitro and in vivo studies, we will be able 

to answer if the activity of DHPS is 

affected in vivo. This will help to bridge 

the gap between in vivo and in vitro 

studies with enzymes.  
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Kinetic Insights into the Mechanisms of Thiopepetide Pyridine Synthases 

Jonathan W. Bogart and Albert A. Bowers 

Division of Chemical Biology and Medicinal Chemistry, University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC  27599 

 

Ribosomal synthesized and post-translationally modified peptide (RiPPs) are a 

growing family of natural products. 1  RiPP biosynthetic enzymes execute profound chemical 

transformations on their peptide substrates and often exhibit extreme substrate promiscuity.  

This combination traits makes RiPP enzymes potentially versatile biocatalysts for the 

synthesis of new natural product analogs.  We have recently characterized TclM, a pyridine 

synthase involved in the biosynthesis of the thiopeptide antibiotic thiocillin. 2  TclM catalyzes 

a remarkable formal [4+2] cycloaddition between two unactivated dehydroalanines (Dhas) 

to generate the characteristic tri-substituted pyridine core of the thiocillins.  In addition to 

effecting pyridine formation, this late-stage transformation results in the closure of a heavily 

modified 10-amino acid macrocycle.  Herein we describe the unexpectedly broad substrate 

scope of this enzyme class and demonstrate that TclM as well as several homologs are 

capable of carrying out intermolecular versions of this normally intramolecular reaction.  

This key insight provides control over the enzymatic reaction coordinate and allowed a more 

detailed kinetic investigation of the bimolecular reaction.  Specifically, enzyme kinetics on 

the intermolecular reaction provide insights into the mechanism of TclM and other pyridine 

synthases and how these enzymes might be broadly utilized in chemoenzymatic syntheses of 

new natural product analogs. 

 

This study was supported in part by NIGMS Grant 1R35GM125005 from the NIH (A.A.B.) 

and an American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education Pre-Doctoral Fellowhsip 

(J.W.B.). 

 

1. Arnison, P. G., et al. Nat. Prod. Rep. 2012, 30 (1), 108. 

2. Wever, W. J.; Bogart, J. W.; Baccile, J. A.; Chan, A. N.; Schroeder, F. C.; Bowers, 

A. A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2015, 137 (10), 3494. 
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In vitro structure-function studies of the 3’ to 5’ directional processing of polycistronic 

tRNA precursors by bacterial ribonuclease P reveals how local RNA structure can 

control competition between alternative processing sites 

Zhao J., Harris ME 

Department of Chemistry, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, 32611 

 

The 87 different tRNA genes in the Escherichia coli genome are transcribed as both 

monocistronic precursor tRNAs (ptRNA)s as well as polycistronic precursors that can contain up to 

seven individual tRNAs. Genetic depletion studies show that RNase E initiates processing randomly 

by cleaving at U-rich sequences between individual ptRNAs followed by 5’ processing by the 

endonuclease RNase P.  However, recent in vivo data demonstrate that all valine and lysine tRNAs 

are expressed as three polycistronic ptRNAs that are processed in the opposite order in which RNase 

P initiates processing.  Remarkably, primary processing of these polycistronic ptRNAs by RNase P 

is directional occurring in a 3’ to 5’ order.  However, the mechanistic basis for this preference and 

the influence of a larger polycistronic context on RNase P recognition is unknown. To better 

understand these issues, we investigated polycistronic ptRNAs processing in vitro by RNase P using 

single turnover kinetics, cleavage site mapping and structure function studies using engineered 

polycistronic ptRNAs. Initially we focused on the polycistronic valVW precursor which contains the 

ptRNAvalV (valV) upstream of ptRNAvalW (valW) separated by only four nucleotides.  In vitro 

reactions under conditions where association is rate limiting reproduce the 3’ to 5’ ordered processing 

observed in vivo.  Structure-function analysis of RNase P processing of ptRNAs engineered with 

swapped and duplicated polycistronic ptRNAval (valVW, valWV, valVV, valWW) further reveal that 

both the order and the specific 5’ leader structure on directional processing. As might be expected, 

in-line probing analysis reveals mis-folding due to juxtaposition of duplicate tRNAs resulting in 

misfolding that clearly influences both the rate and extent of processing.  Nonetheless, analysis of the 

individual ptRNAs within polycistronic ptRNAval clearly demonstrate that secondary structure in the 

the 5’ leader sequences primarily dictates the relative rates of valV and valW processing in the native 

polycistronic valVW ptRNA. Thus, 3’ to 5’ ordered processing is an intrinsic property of RNase P 

and can be amplified by the formation of inhibitory secondary structure proximal to the cleavage site 

of the 5’ most ptRNA.  Strong negative pressure of misfolding likely explains the small differences 

in sequence found in polycistronic ptRNAs with multiple tRNAs of the same type. Bioinformatics 

analysis combined with structure modeling further revealed that in several cases secondary structure 

distal to the RNase P cleavage site may insulate the binding site for the RNase P protein from 

formation of inhibitory structure. Thus, the 3’ to 5’ directional processing of polycistronic tRNA 

precursors by bacterial ribonuclease P is an intrinsic property of the enzyme, but is modulated by the 

presence or absence of inhibitory secondary structure. Determining the specific factors that affect 

RNase P processing in the context of polycistronic ptRNAs has given us a better understanding of the 

fundamental principles that guide its molecular recognition.  Directional processing provides a 

potential mechanism for linking control of lysine and valine tRNA availability by modulation of 

RNase P activity, which may be part of the overall stringent response to amino acid starvation. 
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How an Arginine Switch Promotes the Self-Preservation of an H2O2-degrading 

Enzyme 

Hui Xu, Olive Njuma, and Douglas C. Goodwin 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Auburn University, Alabama, AL 36830 

 

KatG is an enzyme distributed prominently among pathogenic bacteria and fungi.  It 

has a peroxidase fold and active site; however, it has a robust catalase activity that no other 

member of its superfamily possesses. Due to a unique protein-derived cofactor, the Met-Tyr-

Trp (MYW) adduct, KatG carries out its activity by a novel radical-based mechanism. 

Connected to this, KatG also undergoes inactivation resulting from off-catalase radical 

transfer. This phenomenon increases with decreasing pH, and a central participant is the 

active site’s proximal tryptophan (W321). Correspondingly, KatG has an arginine switch 

(R418) whose conformation is pH dependent; above pH 6.5 the R418 side chain orients 

toward the MYW cofactor, but below 6.5 it is oriented away from the active site. To 

investigate the connection between the arginine switch, off-pathway radical transfer, and 

KatG inactivation, we produced R418N and W321F/R418N KatG and compared them to the 

wild-type enzyme. At pH 5.0, wild-type KatG and R418N both inactivate prior to complete 

consumption of H2O2. The R418N variant shows a similar propensity at pH 7.0; however, at 

this pH, the wild-type enzyme sustains catalase activity through complete H2O2 depletion, 

indicating that whether the arginine switch is absent by orientation (i.e., wild-type at low pH) 

or by mutagenesis (i.e., R418N regardless of pH), KatG becomes more susceptible to 

inactivation. Under all conditions where susceptibility to catalase inactivation is observed, 

inclusion of a peroxidatic electron donor (PxED) prevents inactivation and enables the 

complete depletion of substrate H2O2. Interestingly, much greater PxED oxidation per H2O2 

consumed is observed for R418N KatG than for wild-type. Given the very narrow access 

channel leading to the enzyme active site, this suggests a greater participation of through-

protein radical transfer in the variant. The tolerance to H2O2-dependent inactivation is 

greatest in wild-type KatG and diminishes with the R418N variant. However, the double 

variant in which the proximal tryptophan is also missing (i.e., W321F/R418N) shows almost 

no resistance to catalase inactivation even with a PxED included. These data suggest that 

R418 is a central player managing the frequency of off-catalase radical transfer, whereas 

W321 is an essential residue for handling these events when they occur.  
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Enhancement of reactivity is not the only kind of cofactor modulation: Y249 in PaDADH 

protects cofactor integrity 

Archana Iyer1, Renata Almeida Garcia Reis1, Swathi Gannavaram1, Alexander M. Spring-Connell1, 

Markus W. Germann1, Johnson Agniswamy2, Irene T. Weber1,2, Siming Wang1 and Giovanni Gadda1, 

2, 3, 4, 

1Department of Chemistry, 2Department of Biology, 3Center for Diagnostics and Therapeutics, 
4Center for Biotechnology and Drug Design, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia 30302, 

United States 

Flavin-dependent enzymes are involved in a wide array of reactions and are usually found to 

contain FMN or FAD as a yellow chromophore. D-arginine dehydrogenase from Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa (PaDADH; E.C. 1.4.99.6) is an FAD-dependent enzyme that catalyzes the oxidation of 

D-arginine to iminoarginine. PaDADH exhibits broad substrate specificity with a preference for 

cationic and hydrophobic D-amino acids. Residue Y249 in the PaDADH active site was mutated to 

phenylalanine (Y249F) to investigate its role in substrate binding and catalysis. Purification of the 

Y249F variant of PaDADH yielded two distinct protein fractions: one with FAD, which was 

enzymatically active (Y249F-y) and previously characterized. Multiple kinetic isotope effects with 

Y249F-y demonstrated synchronous CH and NH bond cleavage, unlike the asynchronous bond 

cleavage observed in PaDADH1. Other than this, the kinetic investigation established that Y249 is 

not important for substrate binding or catalysis1. The second fraction was an unusual green fraction 

with a modified FAD, which was unreactive (Y249F-g) and has been characterized in the current 

study. 

The identity of the modified green cofactor extracted from the Y249F enzyme variant was 

established as an FAD hydroxylated at the C6 position by various techniques i.e. NMR, mass 

spectrometry, high-performance liquid chromatography, and UV-visible absorption spectroscopy. 

The X-ray crystal structure of the Y249F variant of PaDADH with 6-OH-FAD in the active site was 

solved to a resolution of 1.55 Å. The structural analysis suggests that there is no impact of the 

mutation or the flavin modification on the overall fold of the enzyme and the active-site topology. 

The average RMSD value is 0.35 Å for 375 equivalent C atoms of the overlying structures of the 

Y249F-g enzyme and wild-type PaDADH. The 6-hydroxylation of FAD was determined to occur in 

Y249F-y upon aerobic incubation with D-alanine by spectroscopic analysis. Molecular oxygen was 

confirmed to be the origin of the hydroxyl by incorporation of 18O2 gas mixture and ESI MS analysis. 

The current study shows how enzyme function is the result of a compromise between enhancing a 

specific reaction and suppressing alternate reactions in the active site of an enzyme containing a 

versatile cofactor. 

This work was supported in part by grant CHE1506518 from the NSF 

[1] Gannavaram, S., Sirin, S., Sherman, W., and Gadda, G. (2014) Mechanistic and computational 

studies of the reductive half-reaction of tyrosine to phenylalanine active site variants of D-arginine 

dehydrogenase, Biochemistry 53, 6574-6583 
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Identifying Crotonylation Modification on and 

by HAT1 

Liza Ngo, Y. George Zheng* 

Department of Pharmaceutical and Biomedical Sciences, The University of Georgia, 

Athens, Georgia 30602, U.S.A. 

 

The epigenetic code consists of three important components: readers, writers and 

erasers. These components allow for downstream effects to occur such as transcriptional 

activation, DNA damage repair, and DNA replication. Histone acetyltransferases (HATs) 

are writers and are classified into several main families which include GNAT, MYST, and 

CBP/p300. The canonical function of histone acetyltransferases (HATs) is to transfer the 

acetyl group from the cofactor, acetyl-CoA, to the ɛ- amino group of specific lysine on 

histone and non-histone proteins. Recently, it has been demonstrated that HATs (p300, 

MOF and PCAF) are also responsible for crotonylation modifications. Proteomic analyses 

of crotonylated substrates show that HATs can be crotonylated, specifically HAT1. In the 

cells, the known biological role of HAT1 is to acetylate newly synthesized histones to be 

transported into the nucleus; and to acetylate the transcriptional factor, PLZF, to control 

the inflammatory NF-ĸB response. HAT 1 is also involved a couple of complexes involved 

in DNA repair and gene silencing processes. Although HAT1 was the first identified HAT 

and has been linked to diseases like hepatitis B and cancer, it remains poorly studied in 

comparison to other HATs. Other than the listed roles, it is unknown what other functions 

or substrates HAT1 has. Identifying the enzyme responsible for crotonylating HAT1 can 

shed light on how this modification affects its activity and reveal if HAT1 has other 

unknown activity. We have discovered the enzyme that crotonylates HAT1 and the current 

data suggest that HAT1 loses activity after being crotonylated. Also, to our surprise, HAT1 

was observed to have crotonylation activity toward histone substrates. These findings 

provide a better understanding of HAT1 activity in the cell and the evidence also suggest 

that HAT1 may have greater biological roles then what is currently perceived. 
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Mechanistic Studies on the Futalosine-Dependent Menaquinone Biosynthetic Pathway 

Tadhg P. Begley 

Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M University 

begley@tamu.edu 

 

 The futalosine-dependent menaquinone biosynthesis discovered by Tohru Dairi in 

2008 is shown below.1 MqnE and MqnC are both radical SAM enzymes. My lecture will 

describe recent mechanistic studies on these two enzymes and the development of new 

radical trapping strategies.2-4  

 

 

 

 

References 

 (1) Hiratsuka, T.; Furihata, K.; Ishikawa, J.; Yamashita, H.; Itoh, N.; Seto, H.; 

Dairi, T. An alternative menaquinone biosynthetic pathway operating in microorganisms. 

Science  2008, 321, 1670-1673. 

 (2) Cooper, L. E.; Fedoseyenko, D.; Abdelwahed, S. H.; Kim, S.-H.; Dairi, T.; 

Begley, T. P. In Vitro Reconstitution of the Radical S-Adenosylmethionine Enzyme MqnC 

Involved in the Biosynthesis of Futalosine-Derived Menaquinone. Biochemistry 2013, 52, 

4592-4594. 

 (3) Joshi, S.; Mahanta, N.; Fedoseyenko, D.; Williams, H.; Begley, T. P. 

Aminofutalosine Synthase: Evidence for Captodative and Aryl Radical Intermediates Using 

β-Scission and SRN1 Trapping Reactions. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2017, 139, 10952-10955. 

 (4) Mahanta, N.; Fedoseyenko, D.; Dairi, T.; Begley, T. P. Menaquinone 

Biosynthesis: Formation of Aminofutalosine Requires a Unique Radical SAM Enzyme. J. 

Am. Chem. Soc. 2013, 135, 15318-15321. 
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On the Role of H183 in Class I Nitronate Monooxygenase from Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa PAO1 

Christopher Aguillon‡ and Giovanni Gadda‡,,β,ϑ 

Department of ‡Chemistry, Biology, βCenter for Biotechnology and Drug Design, and 
ϑCenter for Diagnostics and Therapeutics, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 

30302-3965 

The toxin propionate 3-nitronate (P3N) exists in nature as a glycosylated acid form 

or in free-acid form. In plants, P3N serves as a defense from herbivores by irreversibly 

inhibiting complex II.1 P3N is effectively oxidized by nitronate monooxygenase (NMO; E.C. 

1.13.12.16). The NMOs from Cyberlindnera saturnus and Pseudomonas aeruginosa have 

been characterized in their structural and biochemical properties. These enzymes have kcat 

and kcat/Km values of 1,000 s-1 and ≥107 M-1 s-1 and share conserved active sites.2 H183 of P. 

aeruginosa NMO is positioned ~6 Å above the N5 atom of the flavin cofactor, suggesting a 

possible role in substrate binding or catalysis. This study presents a preliminary biochemical 

characterization of a mutant variant of bacterial NMO in which H183 is replaced with 

phenylalanine (H183F).  

The H183F enzyme had a kcat value of 1.7  0.3 s-1 and a kcat/Km value of 1,100  200 

M-1s-1 with P3N as a substrate at saturating oxygen and pH 7.5. This suggests that H183 is 

important for the catalysis and binding of P3N. The reductive half-reaction of the H183F 

enzyme with P3N was studied anaerobically in a stopped-flow spectrophotometer, yielding 

a value of 4,100  700 M-1 s-1 for kred/Kd at pH 7.5. The enzyme however could not be 

saturated with P3N, preventing the determination of the Kd and kred values. For comparison, 

flavin reduction in the wild-type enzyme occurs in the mixing time of the stopped-flow 

spectrophotometer. Thus, the replacement of H183 with phenylalanine significantly 

impacted the reductive half-reaction of the enzyme. The H183F enzyme was primarily in the 

oxidized state during turnover with 1 mM P3N and 0.23 mM oxygen at pH 7.5, as established 

with an enzyme monitored turnover experiment. For comparison, the wild-type enzyme is 

primarily present in the anionic semiquinone in the same conditions. All taken together, these 

data are consistent with the replacement of H183 with phenylalanine having a minimal 

impact, if any, on the oxidative half-reaction of the enzyme. Current studies are aimed at 

characterizing the structure of the variant enzyme. 

 

This study was supported in part by grant CHE-1506518 from the NSF (G.G.), a GSU 

Molecular Basis of Disease Fellowship (C.A.), an IMSD Fellowship (C.A.), and an LSAMP 

Fellowship (C.A.).  

 

1. Francis, K.; Smitherman, C.; Nishino, S. F.; Spain, J. C.; Gadda, G., The biochemistry 

of the metabolic poison propionate 3-nitronate and its conjugate acid, 3-nitropropionate. 

IUBMB Life 2013, 65 (9), 759-68. 

2. Salvi, F.; Agniswamy, J.; Yuan, H.; Vercammen, K.; Pelicaen, R.; Cornelis, P.; Spain, 

J. C.; Weber, I. T.; Gadda, G., The combined structural and kinetic characterization of a 

bacterial nitronate monooxygenase from Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 establishes NMO 

class I and II. The J. Biol. Chem. 2014, 289 (34), 23764-75. 
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Structural Comparison of Sus scrofa Lactate Dehydrogenase Isoforms 

Brooke Andrews,1 Eric Hoffer,2 Christine Dunham,2 R. Brian Dyer1 

Departments of 1Chemistry and 2Biochemistry, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322 

 

As a crucial enzyme for cellular metabolism, specifically anaerobic glycolysis, lactate 

dehydrogenase (LDH) has become a target of emerging cancer therapies. The tetrameric 

enzyme assembly of LDH can be composed of different isoform subunits, which vary in 

kinetic properties but are highly structurally conserved. Previous structural comparisons 

between isoforms have been performed with the human heart and muscle varieties, and 

neglected for the highly homologous porcine enzymes due to inconsistent resolution and 

crystallization conditions between structures of the isoforms. We have obtained a comparable 

pig heart ternary complex structure, including the NADH cofactor and substrate analogue, 

oxamate. At 2.00 Å resolution, the overall LDH structure, including the active site, appears 

entirely conserved across species and isoforms. Subtle differences between heart and muscle 

isoforms exist in the conformations of residues in the active site loop and at the interfaces 

within the dimeric subunits.  
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Relating Dynamics and Function in an Enzyme Family 

Khushboo Bafna*,1, Purva P. Bhojane2, Chitra Narayana3, Michael R. Duff Jr2, 

Elizabeth E. Howell2, Nicolas Doucet3, Pratul K. Agarwal2,4 

1Genome Science and Technology (GST) Program, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 

Tennessee 

2Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 

3INRS-Université du Québec, Laval, Canada 

4Computational Biology Institute, Computer Science and Mathematics Division, Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 

 

*Presenter: kbafna@vols.utk.edu 

The members of the human pancreatic ribonuclease (RNase) family share common 

structural scaffold and catalyze the hydrolysis of single stranded ribonucleic acid (ssRNA). 

However, the catalytic efficiency and rate of dynamics among these enzymes differ by more 

than a million folds. Moreover these enzymes participate in a variety of biological 

function(s). It is proposed that internal motions in the enzymes drive the sampling of short-

lived minor population of conformations (called as sub-states) that can contain features to 

promote various steps during the function of an enzyme. Therefore, quantitatively 

characterizing the conformational sub-states in the catalytic cycle of enzymes, including 

substrate binding, structural rearrangements leading to the transition state, product formation 

and product release will enable us to obtain detailed insights in the role of protein dynamics 

in catalysis by RNases. To this purpose we are using a combination of theoretical modeling, 

atomistic molecular simulations, steady state kinetics and NMR experiments. 

Our previous studies indicate that RNases superfamily can be classified into sub-

families with designated biological functions, and that the conservation of dynamical 

behavior may be linked to the distinct chemical and biological functions in an enzyme 

superfamily. However, little information is available on the substrate binding properties and 

preference for RNA substrates in the human members. Therefore, using computer 

simulations we modeled binding of human RNase 1-7 and bovine RNase A with RNA 

nucleotides. We have also characterized the functionally relevant sub-states and the 

dynamical events that promote substrate binding and product removal in the reaction 

pathway. Additionally we have obtained the catalytic rates for all human RNases. Our results 

indicate diverse binding preferences across the human RNase family. These enzymes have a 

~103 fold difference in their catalytic rates. Moreover conformational sub-states in various 

steps of the catalytic cycle differ among the human members belonging to each of the sub-

family. Overall our results suggest that dynamics in enzymes superfamily might be coupled 

to the biological function of the member enzymes.  
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Effect of pH and Viscosity on a Flavin-dependent NADH:quinone Oxidoreductase 

from Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 

Jacob Ball α and Giovanni Gadda α,β,γ,ε 

Department of α Chemistry, β Biology, γ The Center for Biotechnology and Drug Design 

and Center for Diagnostics and Therapeuticsε, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 

30302 

 

NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductases (NQOs) catalyze the two-electron reduction of 

quinones to hydroquinones utilizing a flavin cofactor and NAD(P)H as electron donor. 

NQOs are proposed to detoxify quinones by reducing the quinone to the hydroquinone, 

consequently preventing one-electron reductases from acting on the quinone to produce 

toxic semiquinone radicals. PA1024 is an NQO from Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 with 

proposed roles in quinone detoxification and balancing of the cellular [NAD+]/[NADH] 

ratio. The present study employs pH effects on the reductive half-reaction and steady-state 

kinetics and kinetic solvent viscosity effects on the steady-state kinetics of PA1024 to gain 

mechanistic insights on the NQO reaction. The mechanism of quinone reduction in the 

most well-studied NQO, NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase 1 (NQO1), was previously 

proposed by structural analysis to involve protonation of the reduced quinone 

(hydroquinolate). The kinetic results presented here suggest that the reduction of the 

quinone proceeds through protonation of the hydroquinolate by an enzymatic residue with 

pKa ~11, corroborating the proposed protonation mechanism of NQO1. In addition, the 

results are consistent with PA1024 having two catalytic regimes of activity at low and high 

pH controlled by a separate deprotonation event with pKa ~7. The slow and fast regimes 

of activity are discussed in the context of the P. aeruginosa pH-influenced metabolic stress 

response. 

 

This study was supported in part by grant CHE-1506518 (G.G.) from the NSF and a 

Molecular Basis of Disease Fellowship (J.B.) from GSU 
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Capturing Novel Acyltransferases from Microbes via Non-hydrolyzable Acyl-CoAs 

Aaron Benjamin and Jeremy Lohman 

Department of Biochemistry, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA 

The human gut microbiome is full of bacteria with vast numbers of uncharacterized 

enzymes that make up specialized metabolism. These specialized pathways alter xenobiotics 

into molecules that can be harmful or beneficial to the human host. Acyltransferases are often 

found in these specialized pathways and utilize acyl-CoAs, the most recognized being acetyl-

CoA, commonly targeting antibiotics. However, there are large numbers of genes predicted 

to be acyltransferases. Due to the inherent reactivity of many acyl-CoAs such as malonyl-

CoA and succinyl-CoA (half-life in water of 2 hr), the use of alternative acyl-CoAs is 

underappreciated. We are generating stable analogs of these acyl-CoAs in order to discover 

acyltransferases that use them. Furthermore, we predict that we can capture the substrates 

through acyltransfase based metabolite pull-downs. We are also using these non-

hydrolyzable analogs to characterize the scope of substrate specificity via co-crystal 

structures.  
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A Chemoenzymatic Platform for the Discovery of Thiopeptide Therapeutics 

Jonathan W. Bogart, Walter J. Wever, Albert A. Bowers 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

 

Thiopeptides are macrocyclic, bioactive natural products derived from ribosomally 

synthesized and post-translationally modified peptides. We recently described a new 

chemoenzymatic route to access these scaffolds by exploiting a remarkable set of enzymes 

that catalyze a formal [4 + 2] cycloaddition to form a trithiazolylpyridine core, the hallmark 

structural component of these natural products. These pyridine synthases act late in 

thiopeptide biosynthesis to simultaneously affect macrocyclization and cleavage of an N-

terminal leader peptide that is required for enzymatic recognition of the substrate. We have 

defined minimal recognition sites on both the N- and C-terminus of the linear substrates that 

are necessary and sufficient for enzymatic catalysis. Linear substrates are readily synthesized 

via standard solid- phase peptide synthesis (SPPS). This results in a modular, diversifiable 

route to thiopeptide analogs with atomic level control and high throughput synthesis capable 

of generating variants inaccessible by other strategies. This enables a true exploration of these 

scaffold’s potential by allowing investigation of the main pharmacophore, the macrocycle, 

which has gone largely untouched due to the limitations of other methods. 
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Peer Mentoring Through Protein Isolation: 

 The Importance of Undergraduate Research and the Opportunities it Provides 

Anne K. Buck and Victoria Mariani 

Department of Chemistry, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30302-4098 

 

 Recently, granting institutions such as the NSF have placed an emphasis on involving 

undergraduates to participate in research while pursuing their degree in a STEM discipline. 

Since spaces in research laboratories are often limited for undergraduates, developing 

research based courses as part of the undergraduate curriculum has become increasingly 

crucial. To address these needs in our university, a course-based undergraduate research 

experience (CURE) was developed.  

 In this particular course, peer-mentors will aid the students in purifying a histidine-

tagged recombinant protein supplied by professors with active research at the university. The 

current protein being isolated is Nitronate monooxygenase (NMO; E.C. 1.13.12.16), which 

is a flavin dependent monooxygenase that inactivates the potent toxin propionate-3-nitronate 

(P3N) through a single electron transfer from the substrate to the cofactor. This protein works 

in the Krebs cycle by inhibiting succinate dehydrogenase, which is irreversible.1 Not only do 

students gain lab experience, but they also have the opportunity to deeply understand their 

individual proteins importance and relevance in enzymology and medical research.     

 The techniques for isolating these proteins utilize affinity column elution. This is a 

technique that is emphasized in multiple courses throughout the chemistry department. 

Students in this course learn from the peer mentors, as they would graduate students in any 

lab setting. The peer mentors provide a unique perspective since they already have prior 

research experience, they can then emulate the kind of mentor that was helpful to them in 

their past lab exposure, in addition to reinforcing the techniques and concepts more 

thoroughly. The skills obtained by the students and peer mentors in this course will brand 

them competitive in the current job market and provide crucial knowledge for further studies 

at the graduate level and beyond.  

  

                                                           
1 Francis, K., Smitherman, C., Nishino, S. F., Spain, J. C., and Gadda, G. (2013) The biochemistry of the 

metabolic poison propionate 3-nitronate and its conjugate acid, 3-nitropropionate, IUBMB life 65, 759-768 
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Rational Mutagenesis and Feature Grafting to Increase the Solubility and Activity of 

an ‘Ancestral’ Tryptophanyl-tRNA Synthetase 

Adam P. Burch, Jessica J. Hobson, and Charles W. Carter Jr. 

Departments of Biochemistry and Biophysics, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

 

Urzymology – the reconstruction of ancestral enzymes using structural 

superimposition – is superior to ancestral gene resurrection, which uses primary sequence 

alignments, as protein three-dimensional structures are more evolutionarily conserved. 

Previously our lab used Urzymology to reconstruct three ‘ancestral’ aminoacyl-tRNA 

synthetases (aaRSs) we termed these ancestral aaRSs as Urzymes (prefix Ur- original).  The 

three Urzymes include two Class I Urzymes, Tryptophanyl-Urzyme (TrpAC) and Leucyl-

Urzyme (LeuAC), and one Class II Urzyme, Histidyl-Urzyme (HisAC). We demonstrated 

Urzymes increase amino acid activation and tRNA aminoacylation by 109- and 106- fold, 

respectively, over the uncatalyzed reactions1,2,3.  However, the original version of TrpAC was 

insoluble and all previous work required the purification and renaturation from inclusion 

bodies.  To increase solubility of TrpAC, we are grafting on features from the soluble LeuAC 

and testing the solubility.  One of the features grafted includes a three charged residue (EKK) 

N-terminal tail.  The other feature is the incorporation of a salt-bridge at the backside of the 

Rossmann fold, which has been demonstrated by molecular dynamic simulations to stabilize 

the active site of the Urzyme. The successful completion of this project will provide a soluble 

and potentially more active Tryptophanyl-Urzyme that will be used to replace the native 

Escherichia coli Tryptophanyl-tRNA synthetase. 

 

This study was supported by a National Institutes of Health Grant GM078227 to 

C.W.C. 
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Chemistry, 285(49), 38590–38601. http://doi.org/10.1074/jbc.M110.13691. 

2. Li, L., Weinreb, V., Francklyn, C., & Carter, C. W. (2011). Histidyl-tRNA synthetase 

urzymes: Class I and II aminoacyl trna synthetase urzymes have comparable catalytic 

activities for cognate amino acid activation. Journal of Biological Chemistry, 

286(12), 10387–10395. http://doi.org/10.1074/jbc.M110.198929. 

3. Carter, C. W., Li, L., Weinreb, V., Collier, M., Gonzalez-Rivera, K., Jimenez-

Rodriguez, M., … Chandrasekharan, S. N. (2014). The Rodin-Ohno hypothesis that 

two enzyme superfamilies descended from one ancestral gene: an unlikely scenario 

for the origins of translation that will not be dismissed. Biology Direct, 9, 11. 

http://doi.org/10.1186/1745-6150-9-11. 
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Effect of peptide linker length and composition on immobilization and catalysis of 

leucine zipper‐enzyme fusion proteins 

 

Adam A. Caparco, Andreas S. Bommarius, Julie A. Champion 

Georgia Institute of Technology 

 

Linkers are critical components of fusion proteins, as they physically separate 

individual domains to enable each to fold and retain function. The role of peptide linker 

properties was investigated for fusions of a leucine zipper immobilization domain (ZE) to a 

chimeric amine dehydrogenase (AmDH) or a formate dehydrogenase (cbFDH). A linker 

library was developed, which varied in length, orientation, and proline content, as a way to 

vary stiffness. Fusion proteins were characterized by melting temperature, immobilization 

ability, cofactor binding, and kinetic activity. The best linker candidate for each enzyme was 

tested in a dual-functionality assay, where enzymatic activity of fusions immobilized in 

protein-inorganic supraparticles was greater than 80% after washing. The best linker for 

AmDH was completely different than that for cbFDH. This work highlights the need to 

experimentally assess linker properties in the design of new fusion proteins and provides a 

linker library for this purpose. 
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Protein enzymology was essential to the emergence of genetic coding 

Charlie Carter 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7260 

Enzyme catalysis enables life by synchronizing diverse requisite reactions, whose 

uncatalyzed rates differ by >25 orders of magnitude. Symbolic assignment of amino acids to 

codons was one of Nature’s supreme achievements, enabling the emergence of life from 

prebiotic chemistry. We have investigated events enabling that achievement by 

deconstructing the two aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase superfamilies to identify the trajectories 

by which their catalytic activity emerged (1). Remarkably, Protozymes, Urzymes, catalytic 

domains, and full length aminoacyl-tRNA synthetaes (aaRS) accelerate amino-acid 

activation by 106, 109, 1012, and 1014-fold, respectively, irrespective of the Class from which 

they were derived. Those measurements establish that ΔG((kcat/KM)/knon increases linearly 

with increasing numbers of amino acids for two entirely distinct protein superfamilies, 

consistent with the requirement for synchronization. Despite their distinctly different 

primary, secondary, and tertiary structures, we have now shown that the ancestral forms of 

both Classes were originally expressed from opposite strands of the same ancestral gene (2). 

We further established quantitatively that amino acid side chain phase transfer free energies 

from vapor and water to cyclohexane form a 2D basis set for protein folding (3) and account 

for the distribution of aaRS ID elements in different locations of cognate tRNAs (4,5). The 

bidirectional ancestral gene together with nano-environmental sensing via the phase transfer 

free energies appear to be necessary and sufficient to form a “boot-block” for Nature’s 

operating system (6,7). These results argue strongly for the co-evolution of proteins and 

nucleic acids. Supported by GM78227 and the John Templeton Foundation who take no 

responsibility for opinions expressed. 
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Weinreb, V., Niranj Chandrasekaran, S., Collier, M., Ambroggio, X., Kuhlman, B. et 

al. (2015) Functional Class I and II Amino Acid Activating Enzymes Can Be Coded 

by Opposite Strands of the Same Gene. J. Biol. Chem., 290, 19710–19725. 

3. Wolfenden, R., Lewis, C.A., Yuan, Y. and Carter, C.W., Jr. (2015) Temperature 

dependence of amino acid hydrophobicities. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA, 112 7484-

7488. 

4. Carter, C.W., Jr. and Wolfenden, R. (2016) Acceptor-stem and anticodon bases 
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An LC/MS Assay for the Quantification of Analytes in the DAD-Catalyzed Reaction 
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 The enzyme, 2,4’-dihydroxyacetophenone dioxygenase (DAD), catalyzes the 

oxidative cleavage of 2,4’-dihydroxy-acetophenone (DHA) to benzoic acid (4HB) and 

formic acid in the presence of molecular oxygen.1 Similar to the extradiol and intradiol 

dioxygenases, DAD cleaves a carbon-carbon bond after insertion of two oxygen atoms into 

its substrate.2 However, where other dioxygenases exclusively cleave the aromatic rings of 

their substrates, the cleavage of DHA by DAD occurs outside of the aromatic ring.3 Although 

this unique reaction was discovered 1980’s, very little is known about the mechanism for the 

DAD reaction.3 The larger goal of Dr. Robert’s research is to characterize DAD to understand 

the mechanistic differences that distinguish ring or off-ring cleavages.  

 To further investigate the kinetics of DAD, a simple, efficient assay using liquid 

chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC/MS) needs to be developed. Successful LC/MS 

assays to quantify analytes require four elements: a rapid and effective quench of the reaction 

catalyzed by DAD; an efficient separation of analytes by HPLC; strong detection of these 

analytes by ESI-MS; and an appropriate internal standard for quantitation by mass 

spectrometry (MS). The LC/MS assay is expected to significantly expand the detection limit 

of analytes in the reaction catalyzed by DAD, improving both our understanding of the 

kinetic parameters of DAD and our ability to detect reaction components including UV-

inactive analytes and trace products of the reaction. 

 

 

This study was supported by the Magellan Scholar Program from the University of 

South Carolina.  
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Investigation of regulatory domain in citramalate synthase from Methanococcus 

jannashii for contributing to substrate specificity 

Wen Chen, and Patrick A. Frantom 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL 

35401 

 

In the DRE-TIM metallolyase superfamily, enzyme members in the Claisen-

Condensation-like (CC-like) subgroup exhibit six activities in terms of the specificity of α-

ketoacid substrates. Investigating structure/function relationships of residues that contribute 

to α-ketoacid substrate selectivity may provide improvement in functional annotation for 

members of this superfamily. Previous research of substrate selectivity mechanisms of 

citramalate synthase (CMS) and α-isopropylmalate synthase (IPMS) from Methanococcus 

jannashii shows these two enzymes (sharing ~50% sequence identity) utilize different 

selectivity mechanisms for their substrates pyruvate and ketoisovalerate (KIV), respectively. 

While specific active site residues can be identified in MjIPMS that contribute to select the 

native substrate KIV over pyruvate, analogous substitutions did not allow MjCMS to use 

KIV as a substrate. We hypothesized that the regulatory domain of MjCMS may contribute 

to substrate selectivity. After deleting the regulatory domain of MjCMS, it accepts KIV as a 

substrate with the KKIV value of 175 ± 20 μM, but has a 2:1 preference for pyruvate over KIV. 

This suggests the regulatory domain of MjCMS contributes to substrate specificity. However, 

the same truncation of MjIPMS didn’t change the enzyme’s preference for KIV over 

pyruvate, confirming that active site residues govern substrate selectivity. These results 

confirm that MjCMS and MjIPMS utilize diverse substrate selectivity mechanisms despite 

their high level of sequence identity. Further investigation of specific residues at active site 

in truncated MjCMS suggests F71 is affecting catalytic activity, and V93 may limit the space 

of binding larger substrates. Exploration of rate-limiting steps by isotope effects shows 

decreased D2Okcat and Dkcat values for truncated MjCMS compared to wild type, which 

suggests the regulatory domain of MjCMS may contribute to both condensation and 

hydrolytic steps during the reaction. On the other hand, the MjIPMS truncation exhibits little 

change compared to the wild type MjIPMS in terms of rate-limiting step. 
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The Effects of DOPA-Decarboxylase on the Production of Dopamine in vitro 

Sarah Choi 

Departments of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and Genetics, University of Georgia, 

Athens, GA 30605 

 

Throughout its journey in the tyrosine pathway, the non-essential amino acid 

tyrosine is converted into L-DOPA and then into dopamine via the enzyme DOPA-

decarboxylase. This homodimeric enzyme plays a crucial role in the regulation of 

dopamine levels within the body, especially in the brain. Many dopamine dependent 

diseases, such as Parkinson’s disease, are caused by insufficient amounts of firing of the 

brain’s dopaminergic receptors and lack of a sufficient dopamine presence. Studies have 

shown the direct correlation of DOPA-decarboxylase (DDC) and the production of 

dopamine. The study of this crucial enzyme not only provides a greater depth of 

understanding about one of the most important regulatory enzymes, but will also 

potentially provide new mechanistic insight. 

 In this study, we purified and isolated the human DOPA-decarboxylase (hDDC) 

by subjecting E. coli BL21 cells to the processes of sonication, immobilized metal ion 

affinity chromatography, centrifugation, and column purification. The purified enzyme 

was then phosphorylated. Finally, hDDC was quantified and tested via mass spectrometry 

to determine its specific phosphorylation site, S193. From there, we performed 

mutagenesis and changed the serine residue to an alanine. We expect to see no 

phosphorylation, thus proving the S193 is a good potential candidate for drug targets. 

Finding a successful site of phosphorylation will allow for the expansion of additional 

research targeting the specific phosphorylation site with strong and weak substrates. This 

could have the potential to generate a new class of pharmacological therapies for dopamine 

deficient related diseases. 
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Investigation of 2-Phosphinomethylmalic Acid Synthase: A Member of the DRE-TIM 

Metallolyase Superfamily 

Juliana V. Conte and Patrick A. Frantom 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL 

35401 

The investigation of evolutionary principles in functionally diverse enzyme 

superfamilies facilitates the identification and understanding of structure function 

relationships. Phosphinomethylmalic acid synthase (PMMS) from Streptomyces 

hygroscopicus is a member of the Claisen-condensation (CC) like subgroup of the DRE-TIM 

metallolyase superfamily. PMMS catalyzes the condensation reaction of phosphinopyruvic 

acid (PPA) and acetyl-CoA to form phosphinomethylmalic acid (PMM). Here, we report on 

the biochemical characterization of the recombinantly expressed enzyme using a PPA analog, 

oxaloacetic acid. Initial kinetic characterization using DTP-coupled assays resulted in Km 

values of 10 ± 1 μM and 43 ± 4 μM  for AcCoA and oxaloacetic acid, respectively, and a kcat 

value of 403 ± 9 min-1. Size exclusion chromatography resulted in a native molecular weight 

of 210kDa, consistent with a tetrameric quaternary structure. The pH rate profile of log kcat 

vs pH resulted in a bell shaped curve pKa values of 7.4 and 8.7. A solvent kinetic isotope 

effect of 2.2 ± 0.3 was determined for D2Okcat suggesting that hydrolysis is partially rate-

limiting. A primary deuterium kinetic isotope effect of 1.2 ± 0.1 was determined using 

deuterated AcCoA and is consistent with hydrolysis as a rate-limiting step. Various 

hypothetical active site residues were investigated to determine their role in catalysis. 

Importantly, substitution of the conserved DRE-motif glutamate E82 with alanine results in 

an inactive enzyme suggesting this residue is essential for catalysis.  
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Molecular Dynamics Simulations Reveal Structural Details on the Proofreading 

Mechanism of DNA Polymerase III 

Thomas Dodd, Ivaylo Ivanov 

Department of Chemistry and Center for Diagnostics and Therapeutics, Georgia State 

University, Atlanta, GA 30302, USA. 

 

All cells rely on high fidelity polymerases for faithful DNA replication.  DNA 

polymerase III (PolIII), the main enzyme responsible for replication in E. coli, synthesizes 

over 100,000 basepairs (bp) per binding event, with an error rate of ~1 per million.  On the 

rare occasion that a misincorporation does occur, PolIII utilizes a 3’-5’ exonuclease to 

remove the misincorporated nucleotide so that synthesis may continue.  Combined with its 

exonuclease activity, PolIII’s error rate reaches ~1 per billion.  New cryo-EM data has 

provided atomic coordinates of PolIII in conformations involving both the synthesis of DNA 

(polymerase mode) and the correction of a misincorporated nucleotide (editing mode).  Using 

this information, we have implemented targeted molecular dynamics (tMD) to generate a 

pathway between the polymerase mode and the editing mode.  Evenly spaced snapshots, 

taken from the tMD trajectory, were further simulated using unrestrained molecular 

dynamics (MD).  Principal component analysis (PCA) was then performed on the MD 

trajectories, in order to gain insight into the global motions governing the conformational 

changes involved in transitioning from polymerase mode to editing mode.  Our initial results 

show that PolIII must undergo a number of large-scale motions before it can begin to repair 

the mismatched segment of DNA.  Furthermore, our results indicate that several short-lived 

intermediate states exist along this pathway, most of which remain elusive to current 

experimental techniques. 
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Computational studies of the pH regulation mechanism of dinoflagellate luciferase 

Patrick H. Donnan, Phong D. Ngo, and Steven O. Mansoorabadi 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Auburn University, 179 Chemistry Building, 

Auburn, Alabama 36849, United States 

 

Dinoflagellates are marine microorganisms capable of performing bioluminescence. 

The bioluminescence reaction is an oxidation reaction of an open-chain tetrapyrrole, 

luciferin, and is catalyzed by the enzyme dinoflagellate luciferase. Prior work has shown that 

dinoflagellate luciferase is regulated by pH, displaying inactivity at pH ~8 and optimal 

activity at pH ~6, with the protonation of four intramolecularly conserved histidine residues 

thought to drive the conformational shift(1). However, the structure of the active conformation 

of the enzyme at pH ~6 is currently unknown. In order to study the conformational shift from 

the inactive to the active state, constant pH accelerated molecular dynamics simulations were 

employed. A large-scale conformational shift from pH 8 to pH 6 was observed, displaying 

greatly increased access to the presumed active site of the enzyme. Residues whose 

protonation state differs significantly between pH 6 and pH 8, including the four histidine 

residues, were identified as potentially necessary in driving the conformational change. 

 

This work was supported by National Science Foundation CAREER Award CHE-1555138 

and made possible in part by a grant of high-performance computing resources and technical 

support from the Alabama Supercomputer Authority. 

1. Li, L., Liu, L., Hong, R., Robertson, D., and Hastings, J. W. (2001) N-Terminal 

Intramolecularly Conserved Histidines of Three Domains in Gonylaulax Luciferase 

Are Responsible for Loss of Activity in the Alkaline Region, Biochemistry 40, 1844–

1849. 
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Biguanide Inhibition of Dihydrofolate Reductases 

Scott A. Gabel,1 Michael R. Duff, Jr.,2 Lars C. Pederson,1 Eugene F. DeRose,1 Juno M. 

Krahn,1 Elizabeth E. Howell,2 Robert E. London1 

1. Genome Integrity and Structural Biology Laboratory, National Institute of 

Environmental Health Sciences, NIH, Triangle Park, North Carolina. 2. Department 

of Biochemistry & Cellular and Molecular Biology, University of Tennessee, 

Knoxville, Tennessee 

 
Diabetes is a major health issue in the United States. The biguanide metformin is a widely 

used drug used to treat type 2 diabetes. There are several direct (mitochondrial complex I, 

hexokinase II and glycerophosphate dehydrogenase) and indirect (AMP-activated kinase, mTOR 

and LKB1 master kinase) targets of metformin. Some of the cellular effects of metformin are 

similar to those of anti-folate drugs, including increased homocysteine levels and increasing the 

lifespan of C. elegans fed E. coli treated with trimethoprim or metformin. Indeed, the structure of 

metformin is similar to a portion of that of the anti- folate drug, methotrexate (Figure 1). We 

therefore hypothesized that metformin would also be able to target folate cycle enzymes, such as 

dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR). When administered orally, there are large concentrations of 

metformin found in the gut, which will be experienced by the bacteria of the gut microbiome. 

Therefore, our initial studies examined whether metformin could bind to, and inhibit, DHFR from 

E. coli. 

Binding of metformin and another biguanide, phenformin, to E. coli chromosomal DHFR 

(EcDHFR) were studied by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and NMR. Dissociation 

constants of 18 and 0.19 mM were determined for metformin and phenformin, respectively. 

Michaelis-Menten kinetics yielded similar Kis to the Kds obtained from ITC and NMR. While these 

are relatively high Kd/Ki values, it should be noted that the concentration of metformin in the gut 

after oral administration of the drug is often greater than 20 

mM. Crystal structures of phenformin bound to EcDHFR 

indicated that the drug bound in the pteridine sub-site of the 

substrate binding pocket. This led to the idea that other 

molecules could bind in the p-aminobenzoyl-glutamate 

(pABG) sub-site, and interligand Overhauser effect (ILOE) 

NMR indicated that pABG and methyl- substituted hippurate 

did bind concurrently with metformin to EcDHFR. Kinetics 

were performed to determine if there was a synergistic effect 

of the inhibition of EcDHFR by metformin and pABG. The 

two molecules were found to interact antagonistically, with the 

addition of one molecule weakening the affinity of the other 

for EcDHFR. Initial studies are underway to examine the 

inhibition effects of metformin against the human form of 

DHFR. Additionally, studies that look at the cooperative 

effects of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) are 

also being examined. 

  

Figure 1. Structures of folate, 

methotrexate, metformin, and 

the NSAID naproxen. 
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Biochemical and structural characterization of the impact of nairovirus ovarian 

tumor protease diversity on deubiquitinating activity 

John V. Dzimianski1, Brianna Beldon1, Courtney M. Daczkowski1, Octavia Goodwin1, 

Florine E.M. Scholte2, Éric Bergeron2, Scott D. Pegan1* 

1Department of Pharmaceutical and Biomedical Sciences, University of Georgia, 

Athens, Georgia 30602, UGA 
2Viral Special Pathogens Branch, Division of High Consequence Pathogens and 

Pathology, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, Georgia 30333, CDC 

 

Post-translational modification of host and viral proteins by ubiquitin (Ub) and 

interferon stimulated gene product 15 (ISG15) plays a key role in response to infection. 

Increasingly, viruses have been identified that contain proteases with deubiquitinating 

and deISGylating functions. This includes viruses in the family Nairoviridae that 

encode a viral homologue of the ovarian tumor protease (vOTU). Recently, vOTU 

activity was demonstrated to be essential for viral replication in the often- fatal Crimean-

Congo Hemorrhagic Fever nairovirus (CCHFV), with deubiquitinating activity 

suppressing the type I interferon response while deISGylating activity prevents the 

degradation of the viral RNA polymerase-containing L protein. Currently there are 39 

known nairoviruses that are classified into 12 serogroups. Intriguingly, these 

nairoviruses show a great degree of diversity within their vOTUs. Specifically, sequence 

identity can drop below 25%. Regrettably, only vOTUs from a few serogroups, 

containing the CCHFV, Erve, and Dugbe nairoviruses, have been extensively studied 

while representatives from other serogroups have yet to be characterized. To probe the 

effects of vOTU diversity on enzyme activity and specificity, we assessed the activity of 

vOTUs from nairoviruses from each serogroup towards Ub and ISG15 fluorogenic 

substrates, revealing great variation in enzymatic activity and specific preferences of 

these proteases. Building off these initial observations, a subset of the vOTUs were 

further assayed against eight biologically relevant di-Ub substrates, revealing both 

common trends and distinct preferences of poly-Ub linkages by vOTUs. Utilizing X-

ray crystallography, four novel vOTU structures were obtained and compared with the 

CCHFV vOTU, uncovering specific features that provide a biochemical rationale for 

the observed diversity of vOTU substrate preferences. Overall, this new information 

provides insight into nairovirus evolution and pathogenesis, and further enhances the 

development of tools for therapeutic purposes. 

 

Funding provided by the NIH (R01AI109008) 
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Parsing Integrase-DNA Interactions in Retroviruses 

 Zachary E. Ferris, Markus W. Germann  

Department of Chemistry, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30302-4098 

 

Retroviral Integrase (IN) is the key enzyme used by retroviruses to integrate viral 

DNA into a host cell’s genome. It first prepares the ends of the viral DNA so that they can 

later bind to the target genomic DNA and later orchestrates the binding of the viral DNA to 

the host DNA. Disruption of the Integrase-DNA interactions leads to a disruption of the viral 

life cycle and has thus become a good target for research. 

This study uses HIV-1 Integrase with its corresponding viral DNA to study the 

limitations of the enzyme’s ability to bind and prepare viral DNA for genomic insertion. The 

preparatory step that occurs just after binding is known as 3’-processing and refers to the 

cleavage of 2-3 nucleotides from the 3’-terminal ends of the viral DNA(1,2). By designing 

custom DNA substrates that mimic the wild type DNA but contain strategic mutations, the 

nature and importance of different terminal nucleotide sequences and structural features of 

the DNA can be elucidated. 

 

 

1. Vora, A. C, R. Chiu, M. McCord, G. Goodarzi, S.J. Stahl, T.C. Mueser, C.C. Hyde, and 

D.P. Grandgenett. (1997). Avian retrovirus U3 and U5 DNA inverted repeats. Role of 

nonsymmetrical nucleotides in promoting full-site integration by purified virion and 

bacterial recombinant integrases. Journal of Biological Chemistry, 272:23938-23945. 

2. Hare, S., Maertens, G., & Cherepanov, P. (2012). 3′-Processing and strand transfer 

catalysed by retroviral integrase in crystallo. The EMBO Journal, 3020-3028.  
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Ligand binding studies of a plasmid encoded dihydrofolate reductase by 19F NMR 

Gabriel Fuente-Gomez, Michael Duff and Elizabeth Howell  

Department of Biochemistry & Cellular and Molecular Biology University of Tennessee, 

Knoxville 

 

Plasmid encoded-R67 dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) catalyzes the NADPH-

dependent reduction of dihydrofolate (DHF) to tetrahydrofolate. R67 DHFR is a 

homotetramer with a single active site pore and two tryptophans per monomer (W38 and 

W45). W38 and its symmetry- related partners occur at the dimer-dimer interfaces while 

the W45 residues occur at the monomer-monomer interfaces. We have labeled these 

tryptophans using 19F-labeled indole with the 19F atoms at different positions (4-, 5-, 6- 

or 7-) of the indole ring. In vitro ligand binding studies of NADP+ to the apoprotein or a 

ternary complex with NADP+ and DHF showed characteristic spectra for each complex. 

The apoprotein gave rise to a sharp and a broad peak which were identified by use of a 

W45F mutant. Upon addition of NADP+, the sharp peak for W38 shows line broadening 

while the broad peak for W45 remains unchanged. In the ternary complex, the sharp peak 

in the apo and binary complex splits into three peaks while the broad peak remains 

unchanged. The appearance of three new resonances can be explained by how NADPH 

and DHF bind in the active site pore. Two symmetry related lysine 32s at the edge of one 

side of the pore constrain the position of NADPH by forming ionic interactions with the 

phosphate groups. However, on the other side of the pore, the glutamate tail of DHF is 

disordered and switches between ion pairs with the K32s on that side of the pore. This 

results in two different environments for the nearby W38 residue. Our NMR results are 

consistent with computational simulations of the glutamate-tail interacting with symmetry 

related lysine 32 residues at the edge of the pore. Furthermore, incorporation of the fluorine 

atom in R67 DHFR does not affect enzyme kinetics. This approach will be valuable for 

determining the binding affinity of DHF towards R67 DHFR by in-cell NMR. 
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Chemoenzymatic Synthesis of Non-Ribosomal Peptide Beta-Lactones by Plant-

Associated Pseudomonas fluorescens 

Erin Gemmell, Jason Schaffer, and Timothy Wencewicz 

Department of Chemistry, Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO 63130 

 

With the drastic increase of antimicrobial resistance and rapid decrease in 

industrially funded antibiotic research, the discovery and development of antibiotics with 

novel mechanisms of action, unique functional groups, and targets stand at the forefront of 

modern-day medicinal, organic, and bio-chemistry. β-lactones are a unique functional 

group that has been largely understudied due to their promiscuous electrophilic nature but 

have been shown to have antimicrobial properties in many cases. Biosynthetic enzymes 

that can form these structurally complex and unstable molecules are of great interest, due 

to their ability to assemble these molecules in an efficient and stereochemically controlled 

manner. 

Our lab has previously reported the biosynthetic gene cluster of the antibiotic 

obafluorin, a β-lactone produced by plant-associated Pseudomonas fluorescens.(1) ObiH, 
a threonine transaldolase, is an enzyme in the biosynthesis of obafluorin that sets the 

stereochemistry of the molecule through the production of β-OH-p-NO2-

homophenylalanine from the precursor aldehyde. This novel β-OH-amino acid is then 
utilized by the NRPS system comprised of ObiF and ObiD to form the β-lactone after 
ligation with 2,3-dihydroxybenzoic acid. Our lab is also investigating the mechanism by 
which these transformations are performed and the substrate scope of these enzymes. 

 

1.  Schaffer, J. E., Reck, M. R., Prasad, N. K., and Wencewicz, T. A. (2017) β-Lactone  

formation during product release from a nonribosomal peptide synthetase, Nat. 

Chem. Bio, 13, 737-744. 
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Overexpressing Methyl-Coenzyme M reductase (Mcr) on another archaea: A way to 

study the catalytic mechanism of Mcr 

Robel Z. Ghebreab*, Zhe Lyu**, Barny Whitman**, and Evert C. Duin* 

*Departments of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Auburn University, Auburn, AL 36849  

** Department of Microbiology, University of Georgia Athens, Georgia 30602 

Methane is the main component of natural. It is also a potent and the second most 

abundant greenhouse gas after CO2. Methane is attractive in biofuel industries, either being 

an end product of microbial fermentation or the starting point in engineering methane to 

biofuel pathways. Methanogenic archaea are strictly anaerobic microorganisms that are 

capable of producing methane during their energy metabolism. Methanotrophic archaea 

anaerobically oxidases methane. Methyl-coenzyme M reductase (Mcr) is the key enzyme in 

both the anaerobic production and oxidation of methane. Mcr catalyzes the reversible 

reaction of methyl coenzyme M and coenzyme B to a mixed disulfide of coenzyme M and 

coenzyme B and methane. In the active site of Mcr, a unique nickel-containing tetrapyrrole, 

Factor 430 (F430) is present. The nickel center could be found in three different oxidations 

states; 1+, 2+ and 3+. Only Ni(I) form, named Mcrred1 state is catalytically active and is 

extremely unstable. The catalytic mechanism of the enzyme is not well understood. Site 

directed mutation could decipher some of the mystery in the mechanism. Recombinant Mcr 

from Methanotermococcus okinawensis (Mcrok) and Methanococcus maripaluids (Mcrmmp) 

were successfully expressed in the host Methanococcus maripaludis. The recombinant 

enzymes were purified and characterized. Interestingly two distinct fractions of Mcrok were 

obtained. One fraction contains an additional subunit McrD, but not cofactor F430, while the 

other fraction has cofactor F430 and only the expected subunits McrABG. McrD could play a 

role in folding and F430 insertion to the apo-Mcr. Furthermore, the recMcr from okinawensis 

was reluctant to get activated, while recMcr from maripaludis was amenable for activation 

and shows some activity suggesting that the host’s activating system is not recognizing the 

foreign Mcrok. 
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Evaluating Rogue Amino Acids In Mammalian and Bacterial CDO 

Claire J. Graham‡and Holly R. Ellis‡ 

‡Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Auburn University, AL 36849 

Cysteine dioxygenase (CDO) is an iron-dependent enzyme that catalyzes the 

oxidation of L-cysteine to L-cysteine sulfinic acid. Adjacent to the iron center is a crosslink 

that exists between a Cys (Cys93) residue and a Tyr (Tyr157) residue. The crosslinked 

isoform has a 5-fold increase in catalytic activity compared to the non-crosslinked isoform.(1) 

Located ~8 Å away from the iron center is a conserved Cys (Cys164) residue at the opening 

to the active site. Cys164 does not participate in any intramolecular disulfide bonds and exists 

as a free thiol. Several bacterial CDO homologs contain either an Arg or a Met residue at a 

comparable position as Cys164 in mammals. Other studies have shown that Cys164 is 

involved in a disulfide bond with a free Cys in three-dimensional structures, and substitution 

of Cys164 resulted in decreased specific activity compared to wild-type CDO.(1,2,3) 

Therefore, it has been speculated that Cys164 and amino acids at comparable positions could 

contribute to the substrate specificity of mammalian and bacterial CDO. However, this 

hypothesis has not been adequately evaluated. 

Multiple variants of Cys164 in CDO have been constructed and purified. All variants 

exhibited iron contents of 100% whereas wild-type CDO contained ~60% iron. Despite the 

increase in iron contents, all CDO variants had diminished catalytic activity compared to 

wild-type CDO. Following purification, C164A and C164S CDO existed as heterogeneous 

mixtures of non-crosslinked and crosslinked isoforms; however, C164R, C164M, and C164D 

CDO were predominantly in the non-crosslinked isoform. Crosslink formation studies 

showed that C164A CDO could generate the fully crosslinked species at increased Cys 

substrate concentrations similar to wild-type CDO. Conversely, C164S, C164R, C164M, and 

C164D CDO could not form the homogenous crosslinked species. Although Cys164 is not 

in the active site, these studies suggest that Cys164 likely plays a key role in both crosslink 

formation and Cys substrate oxidation. Since Cys164 is located at the opening of the active 

site, it may regulate accessibility of the Cys substrate to the active site.      

1. Kleffmann, T. et al. (2009) Mass-spectrometric characterization of two posttranslational  

modifications of cysteine dioxygenase. J. Biol. Inorg. Chem. 14, 913-921.     

2.  Ye, S. et al. (2007) An Insight into the Mechanism of Human Cysteine Dioxygenase, J. 

Biol. Chem. 282, 3391-3402.       

3.  Driggers, C.M. et al. (2013) Cysteine dioxygenase structures from pH4 to 9: consistent 

cys-persulfenate formation intermediate pH and a Cys-bound enzyme at higher pH. J. Mol. 

Biol.452, 3121-3136. 
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Filling a Conserved Cavity in Human UDP-Glucose Dehydrogenase Increases the 

Flexibility of the NAD Binding Domain 

Phillip G Gross, Jeffery Fallah, and Zachary A Wood 

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 

30602 

 

Human UDP-glucose dehydrogenase (hUGDH) is a hexameric enzyme that oxidizes 

UDP-glucose to UDP-glucuronic acid using NAD+. hUGDH displays a lag in activity known 

as hysteresis, which originates from a slow, substrate-induced isomerization of an allosteric 

switch from an inactive state to an active state. The hysteretic isomerization requires the 

NAD binding domain (NBD) to undergo a hinge-bending motion that exposes the allosteric 

switch to solvent. We identified a conserved cavity at the axis of rotation for the hinge-

bending motion. To test the hypothesis that the cavity is important for domain flexibility, we 

filled the conserved cavity with the small-to-large A225L substitution. A crystal structure of 

hUGDHA225L revealed a shift in  the surrounding residues 212-226, which are part of the α9 

helix that connects to the NBD. The crystal structure also shows that one of the NBDs is 

disordered, while the corresponding domain in an isomorphous lattice containing native 

hUGDH is ordered. The apparent increase in domain flexibility is consistent with our 

observation that the A225L substitution increased the KM of NAD+ by an order of magnitude. 

The hysteretic lag of hUGDHA225L is also an order of magnitude longer than that of native 

hUGDH. This suggests a link between the conserved cavity, NBD flexibility, and the 

hysteretic isomerization. 

The α9 helix also forms the core of the dimer interface, so the A225L induced shift 

in packing may affect oligomerization. Sedimentation velocity experiments show that 

hUGDHA225L forms a weaker complex and dissociates from the native hexamer to monomers 

in solution. 
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A polyamide inhibits replication of vesicular stomatitis virus by targeting RNA in the 

nucleocapsid  

Ryan H Gumppera,b, Weike Lia, Carlos H Castanedac, Maria J Scuderic, James K Bashkinc, 

and Ming Luoa,d,# 

 aDepartment of Chemistry, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30302, USA bMolecular Basis of Disease, 

Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30302, USA, cDepartment of Chemistry & Biochemistry, Center for 

Nanoscience, University of Missouri-St Louis, 1 University Bldv, St Louis, MO 63121, USA, dCenter for 

Diagnostics and Therapeutics, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30302, USA 

 

Polyamides have been shown to bind double-stranded DNA by complementing the 

curvature of the minor groove and forming various hydrogen bonds with DNA. Several 

polyamide molecules have been found to have potent antiviral activities against 

papillomavirus, a double-stranded DNA virus. By analogy, we reason that polyamides may 

also interact with the structured RNA bound in the nucleocapsid of a negative strand RNA 

virus. Vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) was selected as a prototype virus to test this 

possibility since its genomic RNA encaspsidated in the nucleocapsid forms a structure 

resembling one strand of an A-form RNA duplex. One polyamide molecule, UMSL1011, 

was found to inhibit infection of VSV. To confirm that the polyamide targeted the 

nucleocapsid, a nucleocapsid-like particle (NLP) was incubated with UMSL1011. The 

encapsidated RNA in the polyamide treated NLP was protected from thermo-release and 

digestion by RNase A. UMSL1011 also inhibits viral RNA synthesis in the intracellular 

activity assay for the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. The crystal structure revealed 

that UMSL1011 binds the structured RNA in the nucleocapsid. The conclusion of our studies 

is that the RNA in the nucleocapsid is a viable antiviral target of polyamides. Since the RNA 

structure in the nucleocapsid is similar in all negative strand RNA viruses, polyamides may 

be optimized to target the specific RNA genome of a negative strand RNA virus, such as 

respiratory syncytial virus and Ebola virus. 
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Functional Role of π-helices in Two-Component Flavin Reductases Involved in 

Sulfur Metabolism 

Richard Hagen‡ and Holly R. Ellis‡
 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry‡, Auburn University, Auburn, AL, 36849 USA. 

 
 

The flavodoxin-like superfamily consists of four distinct families that includes the 

NAD(P)H:FMN reductase family.1 Flavin reductases belonging to two-component 

monooxygenase systems are a subgroup within this family. A distinct structural difference in the 

two-component flavin reductases is a π-helix located at the tetramer interface.1,2 Generation of a π-

helix in proteins is thought to occur by the insertion of a single residue into an α-helix to provide an 

alternative gain in function.1,3 The π-helix in two-component FMN reductases may enable these 

enzymes to effectively transfer reduced flavin to their monooxygenase partner. Several of these 

two-component flavin reductases that contain the π-helix are involved in sulfur acquisition when 

sulfur is limiting in the environment. The π-helix of the SsuE flavin reductase in the two- 

component alkanesulfonate monooxygenase system is generated by the insertion of a Tyr residue 

(Tyr118) in a conserved -helix. Preliminary studies with the Tyr118 SsuE variants suggest the π- 

helix is involved in promoting flavin transfer to the monooxygenase enzyme.2 Recently, an FMN 

reductase (MsuE) involved in methanesulfonate desulfonation was shown to possess a His 

insertional residue (His126) at the comparable region as the Tyr residue in sequence alignments 

with SsuE. Therefore, the π-helix of FMN reductases involved in sulfur acquisition may have 

evolved with alternative insertional residues. 

In order to determine if the MsuE and SsuE π-helix have a comparable function, several 

substitutions of His126 were generated to alter the properties of the MsuE π-helix. As was 

previously observed, the purified wild-type MsuE enzyme from Pseudomonas aeruginosa has a 

substrate specificity for NADH and FMN.4 An H126A MsuE variant was generated to disrupt the 

π-helix, and a H126Y MsuE variant was generated to mimic the insertional residue that generates 

the π-helix in SsuE. Unlike Y118A SsuE, the H126A MsuE variant was purified without flavin 

bound. Each of the MsuE variants showed a comparable Kd value for FMN binding as wild-type 

MsuE. However, there was no measurable NADH oxidase activity for the H126A MsuE variant. 

Interestingly, the kcat/Km value for H126Y MsuE was comparable to wild-type MsuE in NADH 

oxidase assays with varying concentrations of NADH or FMN. A coupled assay that included the 

MsuD monooxygenase was performed to evaluate the effect of the described substitutions on flavin 

transfer. While subtle differences may exist, the π-helix in two-component flavin reductases may 

play a similar overall functional role in regulating flavin transfer to the monooxygenase enzyme. 

1. Driggers, C.; Dayal, P.; Ellis, H.; Karplus, A., Crystal Structure of Escherichia coli SsuE: 

Defining a General Catalytic Cycle for FMN Reductases of Flavodoxin-like Superfamily. Biochemistry 

2014, 53 (21), 3509- 3519. 

2. Musila, J. M.; Ellis, H. R., Transformation of a Flavin-Free FMN Reductase to a Canonical 

Flavoprotein Through Modification of the π-helix. Biochemistry 2016, 55 (46), 6389-6394. 

3. Cooley, R. B.; Arp, D. J.; Karplus, P. A., Evolutionary Origin of a Secondary Structure: π-

helices as Cryptic but Widespread Insertional Variations of α-helices Enhancing Protein Functionality. J 

Mol Bio 2010, 404 (2), 232-246. 

4. Wicht, D., The Reduced Flavin-Dependent Monooxygenase SfnG Converts 

Dumethylsulfone to Methanesulfinate. Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics 2016, 604, 159-

166. 
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The contribution of the C5 protein subunit of Escherichia coli ribonuclease P to 

specificity for precursor tRNA is modulated by proximal 5' leader sequences. 

Niland CN1, Anderson DR2, Jankowsky E3, Harris ME1,*. 

1Department of Biochemistry, Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine, 

Cleveland, Ohio 44106, USA. *CURRENT ADDRESS- Department of Chemistry, 

University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32608 

2Zicklin School of Business, Baruch College, CUNY, New York, New York 10010, USA. 

3Center for RNA Molecular Biology, Case Western Reserve University School of 

Medicine, Cleveland, Ohio 44106, USA. 

Recognition of RNA by RNA processing enzymes and RNA binding proteins often 

involves cooperation between multiple subunits. However, the interdependent contributions 

of RNA and protein subunits to molecular recognition by ribonucleoproteins are relatively 

unexplored. RNase P is an endonuclease that removes 5' leaders from precursor tRNAs and 

functions in bacteria as a dimer formed by a catalytic RNA subunit (P RNA) and a protein 

subunit (C5 in E. coli). The P RNA subunit contacts the tRNA body and proximal 5' leader 

sequences [N(-1) and N(-2)] while C5 binds distal 5' leader sequences [N(-3) to N(-6)]. To 

determine whether the contacts formed by P RNA and C5 contribute independently to 

specificity or exhibit cooperativity or anti-cooperativity, we compared the 

relative kcat/Km values for all possible combinations of the six proximal 5' leader nucleotides 

(n = 4096) for processing by the E. coli P RNA subunit alone and by the RNase P 

holoenzyme. We observed that while the P RNA subunit shows specificity for 5' leader 

nucleotides N(-2) and N(-1), the presence of the C5 protein reduces the contribution of P 

RNA to specificity, but changes specificity at N(-2) and N(-3). The results reveal that the 

contribution of C5 protein to RNase P processing is controlled by the identity of N(-2) in the 

pre-tRNA 5' leader. The data also clearly show that pairing of the 5' leader with the 3' ACCA 

of tRNA acts as an anti-determinant for RNase P cleavage. Comparative analysis of 

genomically encoded E. coli tRNAs reveals that both anti-determinants are subject to 

negative selection in vivo. 
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Selecting Escherichia coli with an ‘Ancestral’ Tryptophanyl-tRNA Synthetase 

Jessica J. Hobson and Charles W. Carter Jr. 

Departments of Biochemistry and Biophysics, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill NC 

27599 

 

Between pre-biotic chemistry and the origin of life lies the evolution of the genetic 

code and codon-dependent protein translation. We believe aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases 

(aaRSs) played a central role in the development of the genetic code. Previously, we used 

structural superimposition of aaRS homologs to identify conserved catalytic cores of ~130 

amino acids for both Class I and II synthetases – Urzymes. We showed that the Urzymes 

increase amino acid activation and tRNA aminoacylation rates by ~109- and ~106-fold, 

respectively, over the uncatalyzed rates1,2,3. To further investigate primordial protein 

translation, we now seek to select Escherichia coli mutants that are able to survive when the 

native TrpRS is replaced with its respective Urzyme. Working toward this goal, we are 

replacing the wild-type Tryptophanyl-tRNA Synthetase (TrpRS) with a series of five, 

successively less active TrpRS mutants in order to select E. coli strains adapted to 

progressively less functional TrpRS capability. The final mutant TrpRS will be replaced with 

the Tryptophanyl-Urzyme. Reverting each mutant TrpRS to wild-type requires at least two 

bases substitutions for a residue in the catalytic KMSKS signature motif, which decreases 

the catalytic efficiency from ~0.1-1 kcal/mole; with the final mutant having a catalytic 

efficiency nearly equivalent to that of the Tryptophanyl-Urzyme. We hypothesize that this 

gradual decrease in catalytic efficiency, coupled with the two base substitutions needed for 

reversion to wild-type, will enable us to select E. coli strains with background mutations that 

enable it to tolerate this decreased catalytic efficiency. If successful, this project will furnish 

a novel biological tool that we can use to select Urzymes with enhanced function. Such a tool 

will also validate our method of Urzymology for the resurrection of ancestral enzymes and 

further support the Rodin-Ohno hypothesis – that ancestral aaRSs were encoded on opposite 

strands of the same gene – as Class I and II Urzymes are reverse compliments of each other’s 

signature motifs. 
 

This study was supported by a National Institutes of Health Grant GM078227 to C.W.C. 

 

1. Pham, Y., Kuhlman, B., Butterfoss, G. L., Hu, H., Weinreb, V., & Carter, C. W. (2010). Tryptophanyl-

tRNA synthetase urzyme: A model to recapitulate molecular evolution and investigate intramolecular 

complementation. Journal of Biological Chemistry, 285(49), 38590–38601. 

http://doi.org/10.1074/jbc.M110.13691. 

2. Li, L., Weinreb, V., Francklyn, C., & Carter, C. W. (2011). Histidyl-tRNA synthetase urzymes: Class 

I and II aminoacyl trna synthetase urzymes have comparable catalytic activities for cognate amino acid 

activation. Journal of Biological Chemistry, 286(12), 10387–10395. 

http://doi.org/10.1074/jbc.M110.198929. 

3. Carter, C. W., Li, L., Weinreb, V., Collier, M., Gonzalez-Rivera, K., Jimenez-Rodriguez, M., … 

Chandrasekharan, S. N. (2014). The Rodin-Ohno hypothesis that two enzyme superfamilies descended 

from one ancestral gene: an unlikely scenario for the origins of translation that will not be dismissed. 

Biology Direct, 9, 11. http://doi.org/10.1186/1745-6150-9-11. 
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A Quantum Mechanical Investigation of Interstellar Complex Organic Molecules 

Rebecca N Johnson, Samer Gozem 

Department of Chemistry, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30302. 

 

 Interstellar organic molecules of varying complexity have been detected in molecular 

clouds. For instance, Sagittarius B2, which is 390 light-years away from our milky way, hosts 

molecules such as aldehydes, ketones, alcohols, and esters. These molecules may be key to 

understanding the formation of the building blocks of life (such as peptides and nucleotides), 

but their structural mechanisms are still being investigated. For example, Kaiser and co-

workers have explored the formation mechanisms of cyclopropenone and propynal within 

ice struck by cosmic rays.1 Following a methodology supplied by a recent joint experimental 

and computational study,2 we will present preliminary computational data to aid in the 

interpretation of experimental spectroscopic data. We will also show how photoionization 

energies and cross sections of small organic molecules can be computed from ab initio 

quantum mechanical methods. Such information can provide fundamental details about the 

development of molecular foundations essential to universal existence. 

 

References: 

 

1.  Zhou et al. Pathways to oxygen-bearing molecules in the interstellar medium and in 

planetary atmospheres:  cyclopropenone (c-C3H2O) and propynal (HCCCHO). 
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A combined quantum mechanical and classical approach to model the spectroscopy of 
the flavin cofactor in different environments 

Mohammad Pabel Kabir, Yoelvis Orozco-González, Samer Gozem  

Department of Chemistry, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30302 

 

Fluorescent proteins (FPs) are widely used genetically encoded reporters that have 

revolutionized the field of bioimaging. While the green fluorescent protein (GFP) is the 

most popular example, other examples include flavin-binding photoreceptors (FbFPs), 

which have been recently developed from Light Oxygen Voltage (LOV) blue-light sensing 

domains.  FbFPs have an advantage over GFPs for some applications because they are 

smaller (less genetic content to encode) and are able to be used in anaerobic environments, 

while GFP derivatives and homologues require molecular oxygen for the maturation of 

their chromophore. Conversely, FbFPs bind FMN as chromophore, which is synthesized 

independently of molecular oxygen. However, FbFPs are at a nascent stage of development 

and have been utilized in only a handful of biological studies, unlike GFPs which have 

been studied extensively both experimentally and computationally. Therefore, we are still 

lacking a good understanding of the spectroscopic properties and color tuning mechanism 

of FbFPs. The first step towards such an understanding is to correctly model the 

spectroscopy of FMN using ab initio quantum mechanical methods, and then we can use 

hybrid quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) methods to study the same 

chromophore in the protein environment. We will present preliminary data towards this 

goal. 
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Engineering the regioselectivity of cyclododecanone monoxygenases 

Parisa Keshavarz-Joud, Leann Q. Teadt, Huanyu, Zhao, Angel Gonzalez-Valero, Stefan 

Lutz 

Department of Chemistry, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322 

Baeyer-Villiger monooxygenases (BVMOs) offer an attractive alternative to the 

traditional chemical Baeyer-Villiger oxidation. The biocatalyst uses molecular oxygen 

instead of peracids for the oxidation of substrates and, for asymmetric compounds, can result 

in the formation of preferred regioisomers. Interestingly, enzymes also do not strictly follow 

the purely chemical rationale for product distribution determined by the migratory aptitude, 

instead having the ability to modulate the reactivity in favor of the chemically less favorable 

product. The mechanism(s) by which this is accomplished are not well understood. Based on 

previous structural and kinetic studies of BVMOs, residues in or near the active site are 

thought to be responsible for the observed functional changes. 

As part of our ongoing studies of BVMOs, we have explored changes to the 

regioselectivity of cyclododecanone monooxygenase from Rhodococcus ruber SC1 through 

a combination of substitution experiments, probing the functional role of the enzyme-bound 

flavin cofactor and selected amino acid residues lining the substrate binding pocket in the 

active site. Our experiments demonstrate the significant impact of amino acid changes near 

the presumptive substrate binding pocket on the enzyme’s enantio and regioselectivity for 

selected substrates including N-protected β-amino ketones. 
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Activity of Enzyme catalyzed by Pyridoxal Phosphate (PLP)-dependent Histidine 

Decarboxylase from Enterobacter Aerogenes 

Minje Kim 

Department of Biochemical and Molecular Biology, University of Georgia, Athens, 

Georgia 30602 

 

Histamine is a chemical compound that has a physiological role in our body. 

Histamine, derived from histidine decarboxylase, regulates gastric acid in the stomach, which 

can alter a presence of acid reflux. The 

mechanism shows that histidine 

decarboxylase (hdc) is a catalyst in 

producing histamine. The gene of interest, 

hdc, was obtained from Enterobacter 

aerogenes (E. aerogenes). The cells for 

over-night culture in ZY media were 

previously grown at 37°C for 24 hours, but 

the temperature was lowered to 26°C for 

more efficient growth condition. The 

duration of the incubation is the most 

optimal at 28 to 30 hours for maximum 

consumption of glucose of the cells. The 

buffer to suspend the cells contained 

pyridoxal phosphate (PLP) since histidine 

decarboxylase is PLP-dependent. The 

ammonium sulfate ((NH₄)₂SO₄) 
concentration used for precipitation was 

maintained at 30% for optimal 

precipitation and purification. The protein 

gel was run for band observation to 

confirm protein presence. The band shown 

on the gel was approximately 55 kDa, which is a strong correlation for a presence of enzyme. 

Bradford reagent was used to observe color indication of protein presence. The enzyme 

showed little to no activity from the assay. Assay was run based with enzyme concentration 

of 1µL, 2µL, and 4µL, was combined with 10µL of phenol red and 100 µL of 100µM-

100mM of L-histidine to observe a pH change, which indicates a color gradation showing 

activity. The activity was not observed through phenol red. The L-histidine concentration 

was altered to maintain pH balance. Assay method using T-NBS and potassium carbonate 

(K2CO3) showed optimal activity. The phenyl sepharose column is an alternative candidate 

com- pared to DEAE-cellulose column, but the protein seems to be adhered inside the column 

in both cases. The method forextracting protein through the column is still ongoing.  
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Detecting Hydrogens and Deuteriums in high resolution X-ray crystal structures of 

HIV-1 Protease 
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Weber‡ 
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Neutron crystallography of HIV protease in complex with the clinical inhibitor 

amprenavir has provided detailed insights into the hydrogen bonding interactions and water 

structure (1). We have solved, refined and analyzed the X-ray crystal structures of the same 

complex with perdeuterated and hydrogenated HIV protease and investigated the visibility 

of H/D atoms in X-ray diffraction data.  

A perdeuterated HIV-1 protease complexed with amprenavir was refined to 1.08 Å 

resolution and compared with a 1.03 Å hydrogenated counterpart. No significant overall 

structural changes can be seen in the perdeuterated structure helping to confirm the validity 

of joint X-ray/Neutron refinement. Peaks in the difference density were observed at positions 

corresponding to H or D atoms. These peaks were enriched on main chain heavy atoms as 

well as in well-ordered motifs and hydrogen bond interactions. More hydrogen peaks were 

cataloged in the protonated structure than in the deuterated model and they are also associated 

with heavy atoms of relatively lower B-values.  

 

1. Weber, Irene T., Mary Jo Waltman, Marat Mustyakimov, Matthew P. Blakeley, 

David A. Keen, Arun K. Ghosh, Paul Langan, and Andrey Y. Kovalevsky. (2013) 

Joint X-Ray/neutron Crystallographic Study of HIV-1 Protease with Clinical 

Inhibitor Amprenavir: Insights for Drug Design. Journal of Medicinal Chemistry 56 

(13): 5631–35.  
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Investigation of the molecular mechanisms which result in Aminoglycoside 

Nucleotidyltransferase 4' (ANT4) variants with different levels of thermostability 

Seda Kocaman1, Brinda Selvaraj2, Matthew Cuneo2 and Engin H. Serpersu1,3 

1Department of Biochemistry, Cellular and Molecular Biology, The University of 

Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996. 2 Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, N 37831. 
3National Science Foundation, Alexandria, VA 22314 

The aminoglycoside nucleotidyltransferase 4' (ANT) is a homodimeric enzyme that 

detoxifies a large number of aminoglycoside antibiotics by nucleotidylating them at the C4'-

OH site. Two thermostable variants for this enzyme show only single amino acid changes in 

their primary amino acid sequences (T130K, D80Y). The D80Y variant has a higher melting 

temperature compared to the T130K. Our previous studies indicate that the T130K mimics 

the WT enzyme in terms of protein dynamics and thermodynamics of enzyme–ligand 

interactions while the D80Y exhibits different behaviors in both aspects (1,2,3). This led us 

to hypothesize that the T130K is just a thermostable version of the mesophilic WT exhibiting 

the same behaviors while the D80Y is the true thermophilic variant with distinct properties. 

Our recent work shows that the thermodynamic parameters of the binary enzyme–

aminoglycoside complexes of these variants show highly significant differences. The data, 

acquired in H2O and D2O by isothermal titration calorimetry demonstrated that solvent 

reorganization upon ligand binding show large differences between the two variants. The 

heat capacity change (ΔCp) also show antibiotic-dependent differences between the two 

variants. The X-ray structures of both variants show that the aminoglycoside neomycin is 

positioned differently at the active site of T130K as compared to D80Y, in which the tyrosine 

substitution alters the geometry of the binding site. This structural difference explains why 

we observe differences in the thermodynamics of the ligand binding properties between these 

variants. Thus, data shown in this work suggest that dynamic properties of proteins, 

thermodynamics of ligand-protein interactions and solvent effects may be among the 

molecular parameters that separate thermophilic proteins from simply those that are 

thermostable but otherwise identical to the mesophilic counterparts.   

References: 

Jing X., and Serpersu, E.H. (2014). Biochemistry, 53 (34): 5544–5550. 

Jing X., et al. (2015). Biochemistry, 51(45):9147-55. 
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Driving Enzyme Dynamics with Light in Dihydrofolate Reductase Gold Nanoparticle 

Conjugates 

Rachel Kozlowski 

Department of Chemistry, Emory University 

 

Although the contribution of protein motions to enzymatic catalysis has been heavily 

studied both experimentally and computationally, direct experimental evidence reporting on 

the role of protein dynamics in catalysis is lacking. We seek to understand if dynamic motions 

in enzymes during catalysis represent preferred energy pathways. To interrogate this, 

dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) is conjugated to gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) via site-

specific bioconjugation of a cysteine residue to the AuNP. Heat transfer is then initiated by 

excitation of the AuNP surface plasmon resonance (SPR) band at 527 nm. Activity of DHFR 

is monitored as a function of the attachment site on the protein to the AuNP. The specific 

attachment sites include both the flexible FG loop, a rigid alpha helix, and a non-specifically 

bound hexa-histidine tag. Our results indicate that DHFR remains active on the AuNP 

surface. Upon laser excitation, the activity of the enzyme attached to the AuNP by the FG 

loop is accelerated greater than when attached to the alpha helix, while no rate acceleration 

is seen when attached via the histidine tag, demonstrating that heat flows through the enzyme 

anisotropically. This work emphasizes the importance of thoroughly studying the dynamic 

motions of enzymes relating to catalysis and has been achieved using bioconjugation of 

DHFR to AuNPs, demonstrating a useful methodology for determining the role in the 

motions of proteins. 
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How intraprotein radical transfer and the role-reversal of heme intermediates 

generate a unique catalase mechanism 

 Jessica R. Krewall, Olive J. Njuma, Patrick Sahrmann, and Douglas C. Goodwin 

Departments of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Auburn University, Auburn, AL 36849 

 

Despite its structural similarity to typical peroxidases, catalase-peroxidase (KatG) 

degrades H2O2 by a unique catalatic mechanism involving an unprecedented synergy with 

the enzyme’s peroxidase activity. This mechanism features a role reversal of the FeIV=O and 

FeIII-O2
•– heme states during catalysis. In addition, KatG is predisposed to facilitate radical 

transfer from the active site to the periphery of the enzyme due to its high percentage of 

redox-active amino acids (11%). Therefore, protein-based radicals are a key component of 

reaction intermediates. Kinetic analyses by stopped-flow spectroscopy and rapid-freeze-

quench electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy were carried out in parallel to 

elucidate the electronic state of the KatG active site and surrounding protein components 

during catalysis. At the earliest reaction times, a FeIII-O2
•–-like species and a protein-based 

radical attributed to the enzyme’s unique Met-Tyr-Trp covalent adduct are present. As 

enzyme inactivation occurs over the course of H2O2 degradation, a progressive increase in 

protein-based radicals is detectable. At the early points of inactivation, we observe an 

exchange-coupled radical assigned to the active site’s proximal Trp concomitant with optical 

absorption features more typical of FeIV=O heme species. Further investigations of the 

electronic states of KatG reaction intermediates using Mӧssbauer spectroscopy are expected 

to aid in assignments of optical spectra. This will not only help determine the full mechanism 

of KatG, but allow more thorough investigations of KatG reactivity. 
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Neutron diffraction studies of a non-canonical catalytic triad of a less promiscuous 

aminoglycoside acetyltransferase  
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Bacteria can acquire resistance against antibiotics by covalently modifying them. 

This is achieved by plasmid-encoded enzymes called as aminoglycoside modifying enzymes 

(AGMEs). More than 50 different AGMEs are known currently, having variable levels of 

substrate promiscuity. However, no correlation has been confirmatively observed between 

the sequence or structure of an AGME and its substrate profile. We aim to understand the 

molecular principles underlying this ligand selectivity by deciphering the thermodynamic, 

structural and dynamic properties of enzyme-ligand complexes. 

This work describes the kinetic, thermodynamic and structural properties of the 

aminoglycoside N3 acetyltransferase VIa (AAC-VIa). AAC-VIa’s substrate profile is limited 

to only five aminoglycosides, making it one of the least promiscuous AGMEs, despite having 

significant sequence similarity to other highly promiscuous acetyltransferases. X-ray 

crystallography studies suggested a novel catalytic mechanism involving a non-classical 

catalytic triad. The catalytic process was also hypothesized to involve protonated form of the 

active site histidine, which was demonstrated by neutron diffraction studies.  

Thermodynamic studies determined the binding of ligands to be enthalpically driven and 

entropically unfavorable. Unlike other AGMEs, the formation of binary and ternary 

complexes was accompanied by a net deprotonation of the enzyme, ligand or both. Another 

significant difference was observed in the structure of AAC-VIa and other AGMEs in 

solution. Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) studies showed that AAC-VIa exists in a 

monomer-dimer equilibrium, with more dimeric form appearing with increasing 

concentrations of the enzyme. Binding of ligands drive the enzyme to the monomeric form. 

Also, dimer formation, unlike the promiscuous aminoglycoside N3-acetyltransferase-IIIb, 

was observed to be achieved through polar interactions. Crystal structures of different 

complexes of the enzyme showed that structures of apo-and ligand-bound forms are similar 

which suggests that, unlike other AGMEs, more rigid structure of AAC-VIa may limit the 

active site to accommodate only few selected aminoglycosides, hence low substrate 

promiscuity. 
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Sustainable Catalysis of a Conjugated Polymer by a Protein Enzyme 
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We have discovered that hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL) can polymerize 2-

ethynylpyridine (2EP) to form a conjugated polymer with potentially useful optical 

properties. This catalysis occurs in water under conditions that normally do not support 

efficient polymerization of acetylenes and production of conjugated polymers. Because this 

catalyst is derived from a sustainable source and the reaction takes place in water, it may 

represent a “green” chemical route to obtain this colored polymer. We are using a 

combination of X-ray crystallography, NMR, enzymology, and chromatography to determine 

the mechanism of the HEWL-2EP polymerization. 

Acid catalyzed polymerization of the 2-etynylpyridine (2EP) monomer had been 

reported previously, mostly restricted to organic solvents.(1) However, the conditions used 

for synthetic polymerization of 2EP make commercial green synthesis of this polymer 

intractable. As part of control experiments to discover novel organometallic ligands to the 

HEWL enzyme we previously reported that it can catalyse polymerization of 2EP under a 

variety of conditions.(2) This synthase reaction is remarkable since it is orthogonal to 

HEWL’s hydrolase activity and suggests that this enzyme has an active site that is more 

adaptable than previously expected. 

In this newer study we compare NMR-derived chemical shift perturbation to our 

preliminary X-ray crystallographic structure of HEWL bound to an analog of the 

polymization dimer product. These results suggest that while the muramidase active site 

groove is also utilized for this orthogonal reaction chemistry, the geometry of the product 

analog bound to the enzyme is quite different from what we anticipated based upon past 

structures of canonical reactants and products bound to HEWL. Future analyses for a 

combinatorial analysis of 2EP substrate and transition state analogs will also be proposed as 

well as some of our preliminary data suggesting that there are several other pyridyl alkynes 

that are competent substrates for this unusual reaction chemistry. 

 

 

1. F. Y. S. Gal, S. H. Jin, J. W. Park and K. T. Lim, Synth. Met., 2013, 174, 19–23. 

2. D. L. Morris, A. P. Zampino, A. A. Taraboletti, L. P. Shriver, T. C. Leeper and C. J. 

Ziegler, “Lysozyme-Catalyzed Formation of a Conjugated Polyacetylene” Polymer 

Chemistry, 2017, 8, 6344-6348, with cover feature. 
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The thermodynamics of metal and substrate binding to the nonheme iron(II) and 

αKG dependent metalloenzymes 

Mingjie Li1, Kate L Henderson1,2 Salette Martinez3 Robert P Hausinger,3 and 

Joseph P Emerson1* 
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3Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Michigan State University 

 

TanD and EFE are members of the mononuclear non-heme Fe(II) and αKG dependent 

oxygenase that oxidatively decarboxylate αKG to succinate and carbon dioxide thereby 

activating O2 to perform a range of oxidation reactions. The nonheme iron(II) center for these 

two protein is formed from two histindine side resiues and a glutamic or aspartic  acid 

coordinating to one face of the octahedral coordination geometry. This common metal 

binding motif has been termed as 2-His-1-carboxylate facial triad. Here we have focused our 

efforts to measure the thermodynamic driving forces that lead to formation of these 

bioinorganic centers in biology by studying divalent metal ion coordination to TauD and EFE 

using ITC. All these experiments were performed under anaerobic environment. Meanwhile, 

the thermodynamics associated with substrate and cofactor binding to Fe-protein were 

explored by using DSC. 

The thermodynamic associated with Fe(II), αKG and substrate binding to apo protein 

were deconvoluted from complex experiments. These data together provide the means to map 

a thermodynamic cycle associated iron(II), αKG and substrate binding to the protein. The 

cycle clearly shows the complexity of the interactions between the metal ion and substrates 

in the monomeric unit of protein. Binding of these two substrates in the active site cavity of 

proteins have a significant impact on the global stability of the substrate-enzyme complex.       
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 Structural study of Class I aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase urzymes through 

nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 

Zhijie Li1 and Charlie Carter1 
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NC 27599-7260 

 

To represent an early stage in the evolution of contemporary aminoacyl-tRNA 

synthetases (aaRSs), the structurally invariant 120~130-residue Urzymes (Ur-: suffix for 

primitive, original) derived from both classes have been designed and each consists of a 

minimal catalytic domain that retains a considerable fraction of the catalytic activity of the 

native aaRSs. We previously described experimental evidence that the Urzymes acylate 

tRNA far faster than the uncatalyzed rate of nonribosomal peptide bond formation from 

activated amino acids, and both Urzymes exhibit ~60% of the contemporary catalytic 

proficiencies (–RTln(kcat/KM). Previous NMR study of the TrpRS Urzyme renatured from 

inclusion bodies suggested that it functions as a catalytically active molten globule (1). This 

study focuses on the structural study of Class I LeuRS urzyme. Unlike the TrpRS urzyme, 

the LeuRS urzyme was expressed and obtained in the soluble fraction of cell lysates, and 

therefore need not be renatured. By structural study through NMR, we aim to provide the 

structural basis to elucidate the catalytic repertoire of aaRS urzymes, the putative ancestral 

forms of aaRS, and to characterize the range of structural order associated with urzyme 

catalytic activity. 

 

 

This study was supported by the National Institute of General Medical Sciences of the 

National Institutes of Health under the project number-5R01GM078227-10. 
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Exploring Enzymatic β-Keto Acid (De)Carboxylation Using Near Natural Analogs of 

Malonyl-CoA 

Lee Stunkard, Aaron Benjamin, Trevor Borham and Jeremy Lohman 

Department of Biochemistry, Purdue University, West Lafayette IN 47907 

 

Malonyl-CoA and C2-subsituted variants are intermediates in a variety of 

biochemical pathways, including fatty acid polyketide biosynthesis. Due to the inherent 

reactivity of malonyl-CoA, a β-keto acid that can undergo spontaneous decarboxylation, 

molecular pictures of how enzymes catalyze this reaction remain elusive. In theory, malonyl-

CoA decarboxylation is easy because an enol or enolate intermediate is generated that lowers 

the overall barrier. To speed up the reaction, enzymes must stabilize either the enol or enolate 

intermediate by interacting with the thioester ketone. Intriguingly other enzymes that catalyze 

transfer of malonyl-units by activating thioester ketone must find a way to avoid 

decarboxylation. To gain insight into various enzymes in malonyl-CoA metabolism we have 

synthesized malonyl-CoA analogs where the carboxylic acid is replaced by nitro or sulfonyl 

groups. Capturing these analogs in the active sites of various enzymes by crystallization has 

allowed us elucidate catalytic molecular details, although with some interesting caveats. In 

all of our structures the nitro-bearing analog is bound as a nitronate species with the C2 being 

planar. While this raises some suspicions as to the appropriateness of the nitro group as a 

mechanistic analog, similar binding orientations of the sulfonyl analog helps to solidify our 

conclusions. 
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Determination of tRNA Aminoacylation Kinetic Parameters of Four Tryptophanyl-

tRNA Synthetase Active-Site Mutants 

Derek S. Mann, Jessica J. Hobson, and Charles W. Carter Jr. 

Departments of Biochemistry and Biophysics, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

 

To understand the origin of life, an understanding of the development of the genetic 

code is vital. We believe the activity of tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) directly affected this 

development. aaRSs catalyze amino acid activation and tRNA aminoacylation, thereby 

enforcing the genetic code. Previously, we used structural superimposition of aaRSs to derive 

conserved catalytic cores of ~130 amino acids. We believe these catalytic cores represent 

close approximations of ‘ancestral’ aaRSs and have thus termed them Urzymes (prefix Ur- 

original)1. To demonstrate Urzymes could in fact represent ancestral aaRSs we are replacing 

the Escherichia coli Tryptophanyl-aaRS (TrpRS) with its respective Urzyme. Initial attempts 

at this replacement were not successful, as anticipated, and likely due to the decrease catalytic 

activity and specificity of the Urzyme. To overcome this challenge we are performing 

directed evolution with the aim of adapting E. coli to a less functional TrpRS. In order to do 

this we are complementing a TrpRS knockout with a series of four progressively less active 

TrpRS active-site mutants. The work described here is supplemental to aforementioned 

project as we are completing the kinetic characterization of the four active-site mutants by 

determining the Michaelis-Menten kinetic parameters of tRNA aminoacylation; currently 

only the amino acid activation parameters are known. The results of this study will help to 

determine the correct order of TrpRS knockout complementation by the four TrpRS active-

site mutants. 

 

This study was supported by a National Institutes of Health Grant GM078227 to 

C.W.C. 

 

1. Carter, C. W., Li, L., Weinreb, V., Collier, M., Gonzalez-Rivera, K., Jimenez-

Rodriguez, M., … Chandrasekharan, S. N. (2014). The Rodin-Ohno hypothesis that 

two enzyme superfamilies descended from one ancestral gene: an unlikely scenario 

for the origins of translation that will not be dismissed. Biology Direct, 9, 11. 
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Uncovering universal rules governing the selectivity of the archetypal DNA 

glycosylase TDG 

Thomas Dodd, Chunli Yan, Bradley R. Kossmann†, Kurt Martin and Ivaylo Ivanov* 

Department of Chemistry and Center for Diagnostics and Therapeutics, Georgia State 

University, Atlanta, GA 30302, USA. 

 

Thymine DNA glycosylase (TDG) is a pivotal enzyme with dual role in both genome 

maintenance and epigenetic regulation. TDG is involved in cytosine demethylation at CpG 

sites in DNA. Here we have used molecular modeling to delineate the lesion search and DNA 

base interrogation mechanisms of TDG. First, we examined the capacity of TDG to 

interrogate not only DNA substrates with 5-carboxyl cytosine modifications but also G:T 

mismatches and non-mismatched (A:T) base pairs using classical and accelerated molecular 

dynamics. To determine the kinetics, we constructed Markov State Models (MSM). Base 

interrogation was found to be highly stochastic and proceeded through insertion of an 

arginine-containing loop into the DNA minor groove to transiently disrupt Watson-Crick 

pairing. Next, we employed novel path sampling methodologies to compute minimum free 

energy paths for TDG base extrusion. We identified the key intermediates imparting 

selectivity and determined effective free energy profiles for thelesion search and base 

extrusion into the TDG active site. Our results show that DNA sculpting, dynamic 

glycosylase interactions and stabilizing contacts collectively provide a powerful mechanism 

for the detection and discrimination of modified bases and epigenetic marks in DNA. 
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Exploiting active-site tryptophans to direct off-mechanism electron transfer: 

Preserving the activity of peroxide detoxifying enzymes 

Kirklin L. McWhorter, Hui Xu, Douglas C. Goodwin 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Auburn University, Auburn, AL  36849-5312 

 

A near universal response of higher eukaryotes to infection is the production of large 

amounts of hydrogen peroxide as part of elaborate pathogen killing mechanisms. Catalase-

peroxidase (KatG) is central to the defense of many pathogens against this assault. KatG 

stands out among H2O2-degrading enzymes because it uses two mechanisms to do so, 

catalase and peroxidase. Also, against all expectations that these two activities would be 

mutually antagonistic, we have shown that peroxidatic electron donors (PxEDs) enhance 

catalase activity by an order of magnitude. This synergistic cooperation requires efficient 

handling of off-mechanism electron transfer events. We have shown that an active-site 

tryptophan, Trp321, is a key amino acid for this process. (1) Even in the absence of a PxED, 

Trp321 ensures that off-pathway electron transfer is handled to the greatest extent possible, 

thereby sustaining H2O2 decomposition. Another striking feature of KatG is the large number 

of tryptophans in its structure; along with Trp321, three others are close to the active site, 

most prominently Trp412. The purpose of this study was to investigate other potential routes 

for off-pathway electron transfer. We used site-directed mutagenesis to replace Trp412 with 

non-oxidizable phenylalanine (i.e., W412F KatG). The W412F variant exhibited behavior 

nearly identical to W321F KatG in almost every respect. These data suggest that both 

residues (Trp 321 and Trp 412) may work in tandem to resolve off-catalase electron transfer 

events and preserve enzyme activity to maximize its ability to detoxify H2O2. Given the 

extensive use of KatG by pathogenic bacteria and fungi, these mechanistic features may have 

important implications for understanding the chemical warfare that rages between pathogens 

and their hosts. 

 

This study was supported by NSF Grant (MCB-1616059) to D.C.G. 
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(2017) Mutual synergy between catalase and peroxidase activities of the bifunctional 

enzyme KatG is facilitated by electron-hole hopping within the enzyme. J. Biol. 
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Computational Investigation of the Relative Energies of Retinal Thermal 

Isomerization 

Atif E. Niaz, Samer Gozem 

Department of Chemistry, Georgia State University, Atlanta GA 30302. 

 

Rhodopsin is a light-sensitive protein responsible for vision in humans and other 

vertebrates. Rhodopsin’s retinal protonated Schiff base chromophore has been the focus of 

both experimental and theoretical studies due to its efficient and ultra-fast photo-induced 

isomerization within the protein. In addition to the photo-excitative process associated with 

the visual cycle, retinal may also isomerize thermally in the absence of light. In the thermal 

process, there are two possible types of transition states—a charge-transfer (TSCT) and a 

diradical (TSDIR).1 While these transition states have been investigated computationally for 

both animal and microbial rhodopsins,2 there is no study comparing isomerization of the 

retinal chromophore around C9=C10, C11=C12, and C13=C14 double bonds. We have 

undertaken such a study using a gas phase reduced model of retinal and employing spin-flip 

density functional theory (SF-DFT). We will also present preliminary data for the 

construction of a hybrid quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) model of 

each isomer in a native protein environment. 

References: 
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Purification of P protein of Mumps Virus Using Ni-Affinity Chromatography  

Dr. Victoria Mariani, Dennis Ologunro  

Department of Chemistry, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30302-4098  

The mumps virus of the RNA family Paramyxoviridae has been a prominent disease 

in the last few decades years with outbreaks in the United States as recent as 2006, 2016, and 

20171. Mumps has been known to spread in crowded environments and certain behaviors like 

exchanging saliva by kissing and sharing utensils2. The negative-sense virus genome encodes 

for nine proteins, three of which are the nucleocapsid protein (N), phosphoprotein (P), and 

the large protein (L)3. The P protein allows viral RNA dependent RNA polymerase to bind 

onto the nucleocapsid for RNA synthesis.  Along with Dr. Ming Lou’s research group, we 

are interested in purifying and examining the P protein. First, a Protein NMR structure will 

enable visualization of the protein. To do this, a mutation of the cystine residues to serine 

residues was attempted. This will allow for a clear picture of NMR structure. Next, the P 

protein will be purified using a recombinant His tag plasmid. The P protein underwent 

mutagenesis to add six His-tags at the N or C terminus of the genome for purification. Using 

Ni-Affinity chromatography, the His-tags would bind to the nickel and imidazole was used 

to elute the protein of interest; the P protein. The structure of the protein will also be 

characterized protein with circular dichroism (CD). 

 

1. Zengel, J., Pickar, A., Xu, P., Lin, A., & He, B. (2015). Roles of Phosphorylation of the 

Nucleocapsid Protein of Mumps Virus in Regulating Viral RNA Transcription and 

Replication. Journal of Virology, 89(14), 7338–7347. http://doi.org/10.1128/JVI.00686-

15 

2. Mumps. (2017, June 06). Retrieved June 23, 2017, from 

https://www.cdc.gov/mumps/outbreaks.html  

3. Cox, R. et al. Structural studies on the authentic mumps virus nucleocapsid showing 

uncoiling by the phosphoprotein. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 111, 15208–15213 (2014) 

4. http://home.sandiego.edu/~josephprovost/His%20tag%20Purification%20Protocol.pdf 
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I335, Outside the Active Site, Controls Substrate Binding and Product Release in D-Arginine 

Dehydrogenase  

Daniel Ouedraogo1and Giovanni Gadda1, 2, 3, 4 

1Department of Chemistry, 2Department of Biology, 3Center for Diagnostics and Therapeutics, 
4Center for Biotechnology and Drug Design, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia 30302, 

United States 

 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa D-arginine dehydrogenase (PaDADH) is a flavin-dependent 

enzyme with broad substrate specificity.1 PaDADH catalyzes the oxidative deamination of all 

D-amino acids except D-aspartate and D-glutamate into their corresponding α-keto acids and 

ammonia.1 Glycine is not a substrate for the enzyme. The three-dimensional structure of the 

enzyme shows four loops (L1, L2, L3 and L4) that are part of the active site.1 Recent studies 

showed that loop L1 has two flexible portions. Residues 45-47 at the FAD-binding domain and 

residues 50-56 at the substrate-binding domain. Molecular dynamics simulations suggested that 

Y53 acts as a gate to allow substrate access to and product egress from the active site.2  Loop L4, 

which comprises residues 329-336, spans over the isoalloxazine and the ribityl moieties of the 

flavin. I335 on loop L4 points to the flavin N(1)-C(2) locus. In this study, I335 was replaced with 

histidine to investigate the effect on the reactivity of the flavin upon introducing a nearby polar 

side chain.  

 

The reductive half-reaction of the I335H enzyme with D-leucine as a substrate showed a 

4-fold decrease of the rate constant for flavin reduction k3 with respect to the wild-type enzyme. 

For both the mutant and wild-type enzymes flavin reduction was fully rate-limiting for the overall 

turnover of the enzyme at low pH, as suggested by similar kcat and k3 values. At high pH, both 

k3/Kd > kcat/Km and k3 > kcat, which were used to compute the microscopic rate constants k1, k2, 

and k5, for the kinetic steps in the reductive half-reaction of the mutant and wild-type enzymes. 

Thus, replacement of I335 with histidine resulted in a 40-fold decrease in the k1 value, a 340-fold 

decrease in the k2 value, and a 24-fold decrease in the k5 value. Surprisingly, these data are 

consistent with the introduction of a polar residue close to the flavin N(1)-C(2) locus and not in 

the active site of the enzyme having a small effect on the reactivity of the flavin and large effects 

on substrate association and dissociation as well as product release. The 3D structure of the wild-

type enzyme shows that Y333 and Q336 likely interact with Y53 and T50 in loop L1, whose 

dynamics were shown to be important for substrate capture and catalysis.2 The results of the 

current study suggest that the replacement of I335 with histidine in loop L4 may have altered the 

dynamics of loop L1, thereby affecting substrate binding and product release.  

Support: NSF CHE-1506518 (G.G.) 
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Dynamics for Substrate Capture and Catalysis in Pseudomonas aeruginosa D-Arginine Dehydrogenase. 
Biochemistry 56, 2477-2487. 
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Crystal Structures of F448A Mutant Citrobacter freundii Tyrosine Phenol-lyase Complexed 

with Substrates and Inhibitors 
Robert S. Phillips‡§ and Steven Craig§ 

Departments of ‡Chemistry and §Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Georgia, 

Athans, GA 30602 

Tyrosine phenol-lyase (TPL; E.C. 4.1.99.2) is a pyridoxal-5’-phosphate dependent enzyme 

which catalyzes the reversible hydrolytic cleavage of L-tyrosine to phenol and ammonium pyruvate. 

We have shown previously that there is a significant contribution from ground-state strain to TPL 

catalysis (1, 2).  The strain is introduced in part by steric clashes between the phenol leaving group 

of the tyrosine substrate and the side chains of Phe-448 and Phe-449 (1, 2).  F448A TPL has kcat and 

kcat/Km values for L-tyrosine reduced by about 104 (2).  We have now obtained crystal structures of 

F448A TPL complexed with L-Met, L-Phe, and 3-F-L-Tyr.  The small domain of F448A TPL, where 

Phe-448 is located, is more disordered in one subunit than wild-type TPL.  The structures of the 

complexes of F448A TPL with L-Phe and L-Met are very similar to those of wild-type TPL.  

However, the structure of the 3-F-Tyr complex of F448A TPL is in an open conformation (Figure 1).  

The structures of F448H and Y71F TPL with 3-F-L-Tyr were found previously to be in a closed 

conformation with the bound substrate in a strained geometry (1).  The closed conformation is 

stabilized by hydrogen bonds of the substrate phenolic group with Thr-124 and Arg-381.  Without the 

strain imposed by Phe-448, these hydrogen bonds do not form.  Thus, these results support our 

previous conclusion that ground-state strain is important in the mechanism of TPL. 

 
Figure 1.  Overlay of the structure of 3-fluoro-L-tyrosine (3FY) bound to the active site of Y71F 

(2YCN.pdb, pink), F448H (2YCH.pdb, cyan) and F448A TPL (green). 

 
This study was supported by in part by funding from the FYOS program at the University of Georgia. 

1. “Crystallographic Snapshots of Tyrosine Phenol-lyase Show that Substrate Strain Plays a Role in Cβ-

Cγ Bond cleavage”, Milic, D., Demidkina, T. V., Faleev, N. G., Phillips, R. S., Matkovic-Calogovic, 

D. and Antson, A. A., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 133, 16468-16476 (2011). 
2. “Ground-state Destabilization by Phe-448 and Phe-449 Contributes to Tyrosine Phenol-lyase 

Catalysis”, Phillips, R. S., Vita, A., Spivey, J. B., , Rudloff, A., Driscoll, M. D. and Hay, S., ACS Catal., 

6, 6770-6779 (2016). 
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Role of Packing Defects in the Regulation of Human UDP-Glucose Dehydrogenase  

Brittany J. Pioso, Nathaniel R. Beattie, Zachary A. Wood 

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Georgia 

Glucuronidation is an important drug metabolism pathway that can produce drug 

resistance in some cancers. This drug resistance can be inhibited by limiting the availability 

of the essential glucuronidation substrate, UDP-glucuronic acid. Human UDP-Glucose 

dehydrogenase (hUGDH) oxidizes UDP-glucose to produce UDP-glucuronic acid. 

Understanding how hUGDH is regulated could lead to new therapies for combatting drug 

resistance. hUGDH activity is regulated by an allosteric switch that controls the structure and 

activity of the enzyme. The binding of UDP-glucose induces the enzyme to slowly isomerize 

(hysteresis) into an active conformation (E state). In contrast, the binding of the inhibitor 

UDP-xylose induces the allosteric switch to change conformation and produce an inactive, 

horseshoe shaped enzyme complex (E). The movement of the allosteric switch appears to 

require cavities in the protein core which, when filled, restricts movement of the allosteric 

switch and prevents isomerization between the two different states (E to E). To lock hUGDH 

in the E state, one such cavity was filled in our Double Mutant (hUGDHS158YS216A) by two 

amino acid substitutions. hUGDHS158YS216A was crystallized with UDG and NADH, and 

structural analysis showed the protein in the E conformation. Another cavity was filled by 

two different substitutions (hUGDHI109VA136M) to lock the protein in the E state. For I109V, 

the structure formed when I109V was crystallized with UDX was in the E conformation and 

kinetics indicate a lack of hysteresis in this enzyme. This shows that these substitutions 

stabilize hUGDH and lock the allosteric switch in their respective conformations. 
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Molecular Mechanism of Apoptosis Signal-Regulating Kinase I Oligomerization 

and Auto- activation 

Adua Rahman, Dr. Xuanzhi Zhan 

Department of Chemistry, Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville, TN 38505 

 

Apoptosis Signal-Regulating Kinase I (ASK1) is a member of the Mitogen Activated 

Protein Kinase (MAPK) pathway. Responding to various stimulations, ASK1 activates 

four MAPK kinase (MKK) substrates including MKK4/7 and MKK3/7, which 

phosphorylate the c – Jun N terminal Kinase (JNK) and p38, respectively. (1) The 

dysfunction and misregulation of ASK1 lead to various diseases such as cancers, 

cardiovascular diseases, neurodegenerative disorders, inflammatory diseases and diabetes. 
(2) The activation of ASK1 is highly regulated by many regulatory factors. It is widely 

believed that the oligomerization of ASK1 is essential for its activation. However, the 

molecular mechanism of ASK1 activation largely remains unclear. 

We recently found out that the purified ASK1 is capable of auto-activating itself and it 

exists as a huge oligomer instead of a homodimer as previous studies suggested. (3) In this 

study, we intend to explore the mechanism of ASK1 oligomerization and auto- activation. 

For this purpose, we have generated a series of ASK1 truncates and hoping to identify the 

responsible domains/motifs for its oligomerization and auto-activation. So far, we have 

purified two ASK1 truncates - ASK1-NK (ASK1 protein expressing N terminal and Kinase 

domains) and ASK1-K (ASK1 protein expressing Kinase domain only). After performing 

gel filtration, it was found out that, ASK1-NK remains as monomer and ASK1-K forms 

dimer in their native state. In conclusion, this study will help us to understand the detailed 

mechanism of ASK1 oligomerization which will surely enrich our knowledge in 

understanding the activation process of ASK1. 

 

This project is supported by Faculty Research Grant awarded to Dr. Xuanzhi Zhan. 
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activates SAPK/JNK and p38 signaling pathways. Science, 275(5296), 90-94. 
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in stress responses and diseases. Cell Communication and Signaling, 7(1), 9. 
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Some Reactions Require Commitment – Processivity in Cytochrome P450-Steroid 

Enzymology 

Michael J. Reddish 

Department of Biochemistry, Vanderbilt University School of Medicine 

 

Human cytochrome P450 enzymes are essential catalysts for the metabolism of 

normal endogenous ligands like steroids, fatty acids, and vitamins as well as compounds 

foreign to the body like environmental toxicants. Our work focuses on human cytochrome 

P450 11B2, which is responsible for the formation of aldosterone, the major human 

mineralocorticoid steroid. Aldosterone is important for regulation of electrolyte 

homeostasis, but P450 11B2 mutations and overexpression can lead to deleterious effects 

such as hypertension, congestive heart failure, and diabetic nephropathy. P450 11B2 is 

therefore a target for drug development. P450 11B2 catalyzes the formation of aldosterone 

from 11-deoxycorticosterone through three distinct oxidation steps. It is currently unknown 

if these reactions happen in sequence without the intermediate products dissociating from 

the enzyme (i.e. processively) or if these reactions happen distributively where the 

intermediate products must first dissociate and then rebind to the enzyme prior to 

subsequent oxidation. By investigating the reactions of human P450 11B2 with its substrate 

and intermediate products through steady state and pre-steady state enzyme activity 

measurements and correlating these measurements to studies of equilibrium binding and 

binding kinetics, we will develop a model to describe the degree of processivity of the 

cytochrome P450 11B2 reactions. This model aids in our overall understanding of multi-

step P450 reactions and the structural features that support them. 
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Biochemical Characterization of a Presumed Nitronate Monooxygenase 

in Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 Reveals a NAD(P)H:Quinone 
Reductase  

Renata Almeida Garcia Reis1, Giovanni Gadda1234
 

Departments of 1Chemistry and 2Biology, and 3The Center for Diagnostics and Therapeutics, and 4The 

Center for Biotechnology and Drug Design, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30302-3965 

 
PA0660 from Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 is currently classified as a hypothetical 

nitronate monooxygenase (NMO) but no evidence at transcript or protein level is present. This 

study complements two previous studies on the improvement of gene function prediction of 

hypothetical NMOs in Pseudomonas aeruginosa (1, 2). Six conserved motifs were identified in the 

protein sequence of PA0660. More than 1000 bacterial hypothetical NMOs contain the six motifs. 

The gene pa0660 from genomic DNA was cloned and the recombinant His-tagged PA0660 was 

expressed in Escherichia coli, purified and characterized. 

No enzymatic activity was detected with 1 mM propionate 3-nitronate or 3- nitropropionic 
acid. Thus, the enzyme is not an NMO. Absorption spectroscopy and mass spectrometry 
demonstrated a tightly, non-covalently bound FMN in the active site of the enzyme. The enzyme-

bound FMN was reduced with NADPH in a stopped-flow spectrophotometer at pH 7.5, showing a 

rate constant for flavin reduction kred of 365 ± 1 s-1 and a Kd value ≤ 125 μM. PA0660 displayed 

negligible NAD(P)H oxidase activity, suggesting that molecules other than oxygen act as flavin 

oxidizing substrates. At saturating DCPIP concentration, the enzyme turned over with kcat values 

of 10.7 ± 0.4 s-1 with NADPH and 11.6 ± 0.5 s-1 with NADH. With NADH, the enzyme could not 
be saturated up to 2.5 mM. These data suggest that the enzyme bound NADPH in preference to 
NADH. The enzyme turned over with NAD(P)H and 1,4-benzoquinone, 2-methyl-5,6-dimethoxy-

1,4- benzoquinone (Q0), 2,3,5,6-Tetramethyl-1,4-benzoquinone, or 2,6-dimethoxy-1,4- 

benzoquinone. The highest kcat/Km value was seen with 1,4-benzoquinonone with a value of 

250,000 ± 50,000 M-1s-1 determined with NADPH and 340,000 ± 60,000 M-1s-1 with NADH. The 

enzyme-bound flavin was oxidized with 1,4-benzoquinone in a double-mixing stopped- flow 

spectrophotometer, with a rate constant for flavin oxidation kox of 270 ± 10 s-1 and a binding 

constant Kd of 520 ± 50 μM. The enzyme followed a Ping-Pong Bi-Bi steady-state kinetic 

mechanism with NADPH and 1,4-benzoquinone, with a kcat value of 90 ± 20 s-1. Thus, at least three 
kinetic steps, including flavin reduction and flavin oxidation, limit the overall rate of enzyme 

turnover. Current studies are aimed at identifying whether NADP+ or 1,4- benzoquinol release from 
the enzyme is partially rate limiting overall turnover. 

 

This study was supported in part by grant CHE-1506518 from the NSF 
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Probing the Effects of Heme Pocket Residues on the Signal Transduction Within 

Globin Coupled Sensors 

Shannon Rivera*‡, Paul G. Young, and Emily E. Weinert‡ 

Emory University, ‡Departments of Chemistry, 1515 Dickey Drive, Atlanta GA 30359 

*Shannon.Rivera@Emory.edu 

 

Globin coupled sensors (GCS) are sensory proteins used by bacteria to determine 

the surrounding gaseous environment.1 The function of a GCS is determined by the output 

domain  of the GCS, which include phosphodiesterases, kinases, and diguanylate cyclases 

(DGC). Diguanylate cyclase domains produce cyclic dimeric guanosine monophosphate 

(c-di-GMP) from guanosine triphosphate (GTP). C-di-GMP is a bacterial secondary 

messenger and a major regulator of biofilm formation. Pectobacterium carotovorum ssp. 

carotovorum and Bordetella pertussis both contain GCS proteins (PccGCS and BpeGReg, 

respectively) with DGC output domains.1 Previous works has shown that oxygen binding 

in the globin domain regulates the output domain, but the signaling mechanism and 

structure of GCSs are not well characterized.2 

Isolated globin domains from PccGCS (PccGlobin) and BpeGReg (BpeGlobin) 

have been characterized to assist in elucidating these gaps.3 The oligomeric state of 

PccGlobin is dimeric while BpeGlobin is monomeric, indicating potential oligomer 

binding sites in the globin domain. As full length PccGCS and BpeGReg exist as different 

oligomeric states (dimer- tetramer-octamer and monomer-dimer-tetramer, respectively), 

the globin domain appears to be a major determinant of oligomerization. The globin 

truncations also revealed altered oxygen dissociation kinetics, as compared to PccGCS and 

BpeGReg. Furthermore, dimerization of the globin domain has been shown to correlates 

with biphasic dissociation kinetics. Site-directed mutagenesis has been used to interrogate 

the relative roles of distal pocket hydrogen-bonding residues in stabilizing bound O2 and 

contributing to each dissociation rate. Further investigation into the distal pocket and the 

dimerization of the globin domain has been accomplished using crystallization, Fourier 

Transform infrared spectroscopy and domain swapping. Additionally, heme pocket 

mutations will be assessed in the full length protein for kinetic rates changes as regulated 

by various gas binding. These studies will elucidate the global effects of protein 

oligomerization on conformation of the heme domain, as well as identify key requirement 

for signal transduction within the globin coupled sensor family. 

 

Funding: This work has been funded by the NSF (grant: CHE 1352040) and by the 

Laney Graduate School at Emory University 

 

Reference: 

[1] J.A. Walker, S. Rivera, E.E. Weinert, Adv Microb Physiol 71 (2017), 133-169. 

[2] J.L. Burns, S. Rivera, D.D. Deer, S.C. Joynt, D. Dvorak, E.E. Weinert, 

Biochemistry 55 (2016), 6642-6651. 

[3] S. Rivera, J.L. Burns, G.E. Vansuch, B. Chica, E.E. Weinert, J. Inorg. Biochem. 

164 (2016), 70-76. 
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Electron-Hole Hopping as Catalytic Self-Preservation: How Catalase-Peroxidase from 

M. tuberculosis Avoids the Perils of Peroxide Decomposition 

Patrick Sahrmann, Kirklin McWhorter, Jessica R. Krewall, Douglas C. Goodwin 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Auburn, AL 36849 

 

 

Catalase-peroxidase (KatG), an enzyme produced by bacteria and fungi, is especially 

prominent among some of the world’s most prolific pathogens (e.g., Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis). These organisms use KatG to defend against H2O2 produced by host immune 

responses. Contrary to all other members of its superfamily, KatG is bifunctional (catalase 

and peroxidase). Further, against long-standing predictions that its two activities would be 

mutually antagonistic, we have shown that peroxidatic electron donors (PxEDs) stimulate 

KatG’s catalase activity. A narrow active site access channel prevents PxEDs from directly 

reducing KatG’s heme cofactor, suggesting that the protein itself must facilitate electron-hole 

hopping via oxidizable amino acids, linking the active site to the solvent-accessible surface 

of KatG. We have shown that one prominent electron hole-hopping pathway begins with 

oxidation of an active site tryptophan (W321). A methionine (M377) 3.9 Å away from W321 

is a prime candidate for the next step in this mechanism. To investigate this possibility, we 

used site-directed mutagenesis to generate M377I KatG, replacing methionine with non-

oxidizable isoleucine. Kinetic analyses reveal that the catalase activity of M377I is similar to 

wild type KatG. The M377I variant becomes catalytically inactive after fewer substrate 

turnovers than wild type, but appears able to sustain activity to a greater extent than W321F 

KatG. As with both wild-type and W321F KatG, inclusion of a PxED sustains the catalase 

activity of the M377I variant to the complete consumption of H2O2. These data suggest that 

M377 has a role in preserving KatG catalase activity, but its contribution appears to be less 

than W321. We propose that possible pathways for through-protein radical transfer expand 

as the distance from active site heme cofactor increases, thereby producing a corresponding 

decrease in contribution from any particular oxidizable amino acid in catalase activity 

preservation.  
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Computational models for tenary complex of PCNA-DNA-ligase system 

Ashutosh Shandilya, Chunli Yan, Xiaojun Xu and Ivaylo Ivanov 

Department of Chemistry, Georgia State University, Atlanta 

 

Ligase enzymes repairs irregularities in the backbone of double-stranded DNA 

strands together by catalyzing the formation of phosphodiester bond. They play vital role in 

repair single and double strand breaks in DNA in living organism. Ligase seals the DNA 

nicks, it seals recombination fragments, and are important for replication by joining Okazaki 

fragments during lagging systems. We report here modeling of DNA-ligase proteins docked 

to PCNA trimers by Rosetta package maintaining specific interactions with different domains 

of ligase in such a way to fit into the electron density map. Once initial model was built, 

molecular dynamic flexible fitting in explicit water was performed to observe this interaction 

in dynamic environment. Further unrestrained molecular dynamics simulation was 

performed and analyzed to see the intermediate structures and interaction between DNA and 

different domains of DNA. 
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Characterization of the Intermolecular Interactions of TIAR and the -3’ Stem Loop of 

West Nile Virus Using Isothermal Calorimetry 

Jessica Siemer‡, Jin Zhang‡, Alex Spring‡, Margo Brinton§ and Markus Germann‡ 

Departments of ‡Chemistry and §Biology, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30302-

4098 

 

Flaviviruses are a genus of single stranded positive sense RNA viruses that are 

typically transmitted by ticks or more commonly, mosquitos. Annually, outbreaks of Yellow 

Fever, Dengue virus, Zika virus and West Nile virus (WNV) cause significant morbidity and 

mortality globally. The genomes of these flaviviruses are around 11,000 nucleotides long and 

feature conserved secondary structures. One conserved feature is the 3’ terminal stem loop 

(SL) on the negative strand, that is generated as a template for viral genome replication. In 

WNV, this stem loop structure has been shown to interact with the host proteins, T-cell 

intracellular antigen-1, TIA-1 and related protein, TIAR, which have been implicated in the 

facilitation of viral genome replication during late stage infection. TIAR and TIA-1 are 

composed of three RNA Recognition Motifs (RRMs) in addition to a glutamine rich, prion-

related domain (PRD). Previous attempts to crystalize the proteins have been unsuccessful; 

therefore, additional analytical techniques must be used to characterize the -3’ SL and 

TIAR/TIA-1 structures and binding interactions. Isothermal Calorimetry (ITC) studies 

provide further insight into the roles of each RRM in SL binding and suggest a molecular 

rearrangement after initial binding and the formation of multimeric complexes.   
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Identification and Analysis of Extensive Orbital Alignments in Alcohol 

Dehydrogenase 

Katerina Slavicinska, John Haseltine 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Kennesaw State University 

 

Extensive atomic orbital alignments at the active site of horse liver alcohol 

dehydrogenase have been identified in a geometric analysis of suitable PDB crystal 

structures. These alignments are consistent with similar data for trypsin, subtilisin, and 

HIV-1 protease, which suggests that such alignments are ubiquitous in enzymes and may 

play one or more roles in their catalytic rates. For example, orbital alignments could 

increase the mobility of electron density in the transition structures of the enzyme-

substrate complex, enthalpically stabilizing the transition structure at an entropic cost and 

thereby lowering the activation energy of the reaction. Our kinetic evidence for through- 

backbone effects on oligopeptide reactivity is reviewed briefly. In addition, the 

mechanistic implications of the identified orbital alignments in alcohol dehydrogenase 

specifically are explored. 
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An LC/MS Assay for the Quantification of Analytes in the DAD-Catalyzed 

Reaction 

Catherine Cave‡, Najha Smith‡, Kenneth Roberts‡ 

Departments of ‡Chemistry and Physics, University of South Carolina Aiken, Aiken, SC 

29801 

 

 The enzyme, 2,4’-dihydroxyacetophenone dioxygenase (DAD), catalyzes the 

oxidative cleavage of 2,4’-dihydroxy-acetophenone (DHA) to benzoic acid (4HB) and 

formic acid in the presence of molecular oxygen.1 Similar to the extradiol and intradiol 

dioxygenases, DAD cleaves a carbon-carbon bond after insertion of two oxygen atoms into 

its substrate.2 However, where other dioxygenases exclusively cleave the aromatic rings of 

their substrates, the cleavage of DHA by DAD occurs outside of the aromatic ring.3 Although 

this unique reaction was discovered 1980’s, very little is known about the mechanism for the 

DAD reaction.3 The larger goal of Dr. Robert’s research is to characterize DAD to understand 

the mechanistic differences that distinguish ring or off-ring cleavages.  

 To further investigate the kinetics of DAD, a simple, efficient assay using liquid 

chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC/MS) needs to be developed. Successful LC/MS 

assays to quantify analytes require four elements: a rapid and effective quench of the reaction 

catalyzed by DAD; an efficient separation of analytes by HPLC; strong detection of these 

analytes by ESI-MS; and an appropriate internal standard for quantitation by mass 

spectrometry (MS). The LC/MS assay is expected to significantly expand the detection limit 

of analytes in the reaction catalyzed by DAD, improving both our understanding of the 

kinetic parameters of DAD and our ability to detect reaction components including UV-

inactive analytes and trace products of the reaction. 

 

 
This study was supported by the Magellan Scholar Program from the University of South Carolina.  

 

1. Hopper, D. J.; Kaderbhai, M. A. (1999) 2,4'-Dihydroxyacetophenone dioxygenase (EC 1.13.11.41) 

from Alcaligenes sp. 4HAP: a novel enzyme with an atypical dioxygenase sequence, The Biochemical 

Journal 344, 397.  

2. Hopper, D. J. (1986) Oxygenase properties of the (4-hydroxybenzoyl) methanol-cleavage enzyme 

from an Alcaligenes sp., The Biochemical Journal 239, 469. 

3.  Enya, M.; Aoyagi, K.; Hishikawa, Y.; Yoshimura, A.; Mitsukura, K.; Maruyama, K. Biosci. (2012) 

Molecular and Catalytic Properties of 2,4′-Dihydroxyacetophenone Dioxygenase from Burkholderia 

sp. AZ11, Bioscience, Biotechnology, and Biochemistry 76, 567. 
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Structure of Rifampicin Monooxygenase with product bound: insight into the 

chemical reaction and mechanism. 

Li-Kai Liu‡, Heba Abdelwahab§, Pablo Sobrado§, and John Tanner§, 

‡Departments of Biochemistry and Chemistry, University of Missouri-Columbia, 

Missouri 65211, §Department of Biochemistry, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061 

 
 

Rifampicin monooxygenase (RIFMO) decreases the potency of rifampicin (RIF) 

by converting it to oxidative products. Further decomposition of RIF has been observed in 

bacteria producing RIFMO and contributes to RIFMO-mediated drug resistance. Here we 

report a crystal structure of RIFMO in complex with the hydroxylated RIF. The 2.10 Å 

resolution structure reveals a breach of the ansa aliphatic chain of RIF between the 

naphthoquinone C2 and the amide nitrogen N1. The structure prompted the revision of the 

reaction mechanism catalyzed by RIFMO. We conclude that RIFMO catalyzes the 

hydroxylation of RIF at the C2 atom and this is followed by cleavage of the ansa linkage, 

which leads to inactivation of the antibiotic by preventing key contacts with the RNA 

polymerase target. 
 

This study was supported in part by National Science Foundation grants Grant 
MCB- 1021384 (PS.) and CHE-1506206 (PS and JT) 
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Synthesis and application of malonyl-CoA analogs 

Lee Stunkard, Trevor Boram, and Jeremy Lohman 

Department of Biochemistry, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA 

 

Malonyl-CoA is a hyper reactive molecule making enzymes that use it difficult to 

study. The thioester carbonyl undergoes facile acyltransfer/hydrolysis while decarboxylation 

of the β-keto carboxyl is spontaneous. To investigate mechanisms of enzymes involved in 

the metabolism of malonyl-CoA we synthesized analogs that preserve the thioester carbonyl 

as a thioester, ester, or amide and have a nitro or sulfonate moiety in place of the carboxylate. 

These analogs inhibit the growth of Escherichia coli, Bacillus cereus, and Micrococcus 

luteus. While the exact mechanism of action remains unknown, we are investigating the 

inhibition of candidate enzymes. Our primary suspects are ketosynthases from fatty acid 

biosynthesis as they use malonyl-thioesters in a decarboxylative Claisen-condensation to 

produce the carbon-carbon bonds. The molecular details of decarboxylation and C-C bond 

formation are lacking, therefore we are using our malonyl-CoA analogs to capture 

intermediate catalytic states via X-ray crystallography. Ketosynthases are challenging to 

study due to their multiple substrates and need for protein-protein interactions. Therefore, we 

characterized our analogs with simpler enzymes, such as malonyl- and methylmalonyl-CoA 

decarboxylases (MCD and MMCD). Successful crystallization of E. coli MMCD or the 

bifunctional acyltransferase/decarboxylase, LnmK, with our analogs revealed mechanistic 

insight into decarboxylation. While MMCD and LnmK have no sequence homology to 

ketosynthases, this study reveals that our substrate mimics inhibit decarboxylation reactions. 

Therefore, we are beginning to apply these substrate mimics to ketosynthases.  

 
This study was supported by the Department of Biochemistry at Purdue University. 
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Fluorescence Properties of Anionic and Neutral Flavin Semiquinones in the Active 

Site of an Enzyme 

Dan Su1, and Giovanni Gadda1, 2, 3, 4* 

 
1Department of Chemistry, 2Department of Biology, 3Center for Diagnostics and Therapeutics, 

4Center for Biotechnology and Drug Design, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30302, United States 

 

Propionate 3-nitronate (P3N) is a natural toxin found in fungi, plants and leaf beetles. 

P3N induces a spectrum of symptoms similar to those found in Huntington’s disease by 

irreversibly inhibiting the mitochondrial succinate dehydrogenase.1,2 Nitronate 

monooxygenase from Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 (PaNMO) is the first NMO identified 

in bacteria and catalyzes the oxidation of P3N with stoichiometric FMN as cofactor.3 In this 

study, spectroscopic investigation on PaNMO at various redox states was carried out using 

pH effects, UV-visible absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy. 

Both neutral and anionic flavin semiquinones were accumulated thermodynamically 

during the anaerobic reduction of PaNMO by P3N, depending on the pH values. FMN in 

PaNMO was anaerobically reduced to 1,5-dihydroquinone by sodium borohydride. The 

determination of the pKa values for the ionizations of the oxidized FMN and flavin 

semiquinone was aided with the pH effects on the UV-visible absorption spectrum of the 

flavin species. Emission and excitation spectra of PaNMO at various redox states were 

characterized and revealed an excited-state quench of the neutral semiquinone at S2 or higher 

excited state. This study presents an example of the accumulation of five flavin redox species 

in a single flavoprotein and provides a model system for future photochemical 

characterization of varied flavin redox species.  

 

This work was supported in part by Grant CHE-1506518 by the NSF (to G. G.) and a Molecular 

Basis of Disease Fellowship from Georgia State University (to D. S.). 

 

1. Hipkin, C. R., Simpson, D. J., Wainwright, S. J., Salem, M. A. (2004) Nitrification by plants that also 

fix nitrogen, Nature 430, 98–101. 

2. Tarazona, J. V. and Sanz, F. (1987) Aliphatic nitro compounds in Astragalus lusitanicus Lam. Vet. 

Hum. Toxicol. 29, 437-439. 

3. Salvi, F., Angniswamy, J., Yuan, H. L., Vervammen, K., Pelicaen, R., Cornelis, P., Spain, J. C., Weber, 

I. T., Gadda, G. (2014) The combined structural and kinetic characterization of a bacterial nitronate 

monooxygenase from Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 establishes NMO class I and II, J. Biol. Chem. 

289, 23764-75. 
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Characterization of Tetracycline Inactivation Products Reveals Enzymatic 

Mechanisms for Tetracycline Oxidation by the Tetracycline Destructase 

Flavoenzymes 

Chanez T. Symister and Timothy A. Wencewicz  

Department of Chemistry, Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO 63130 

 

The tetracycline destructases are a new class of tetracycline inactivating 

flavoenzymes recently identified from soil metagenomes and gut pathogens (1). Currently, a 

knowledge gap exists regarding the exact mechanism of destructase-mediated tetracycline 

inactivation. To date, our studies have shown that the tetracycline destructases have diverse 

substrate specificity and inactivate tetracyclines via unique oxidation mechanisms to produce 

a variety of degradation products (2). Therefore, our objective is to determine the absolute 

structures of the inactivated drug products to yield better understanding of the mechanism of 

tetracycline inactivation by the destructases. Unfortunately, the resultant degradation 

products are even more unstable in solution than their parent molecules; therefore, 

elucidating products has proven to be challenging. However, improvements to isolation 

techniques and scale up experiments employing oxidation saturation have led to promising 

steps toward to characterization of degradation products. With our improved techniques, we 

hope to confirm the mechanism of inactivation commissioned by the destructases, which will 

later be used for the rational design of next generation tetracycline antibiotics that evade 

enzymatic degradation. 

 

1. Fosberg, K.J., Patel, S., Wencewicz, T.A., and Dantas, G. (2015). The tetracycline 

destructases: A novel family of tetracycline-inactivating enzymes. Chemistry and 

Biology. 22, 888-897. 

2.  Park, J.P., Gasparrini A., Reck, M.R., Symister, C.T., Elliot, J. L., Vogel, J.P., 

Wencewicz, T.A., Dantas, G. and Tolia, N.H. (2017). Plasticity, dynamics, and inhibition 

of emerging tetracycline-resistance enzymes. Nature Chem. Bio.  
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Exploring the Metabolic Role of Pseudomonas aeruginosa MDO 

L.K. Tombrello‡, Holly R. Ellis‡ 

Department of ‡Chemistry and Biochemistry, Auburn University, Auburn, AL 36849 

 
Mammalian cysteine dioxygenase (CDO) is a mononuclear iron enzyme that catalyzes the 

oxidation of L-cysteine to L-cysteine sulfinic acid. It contains an amino acid-derived cofactor formed 

between residues Cys93-Tyr157. The active site of mammalian CDO contains a conserved Arg 

residue involved in coordinating the carboxyl groups of the L-cysteine substrate. Putative CDO 

enzymes have been identified in several bacteria; however, all known bacterial CDO enzyme 

homologs lack the Cys-Tyr amino acid derived cofactor.1 Bacterial thiol dioxygenases typically have 

less than 30% amino acid sequence identity with mammalian CDO, and are divided into two 

subgroups based on which amino acid residue is located in a similar conformation as the Arg residue 

involved in substrate binding in mammalian CDO. The first enzyme subgroup contains the conserved 

arginine residue and has alleged substrate specificity for L-cysteine, however it lacks the crosslink 

found in mammalian CDO. The second subgroup replaces the arginine with a glutamine residue and 

shows putative specificity for 3-mercaptopropionate (3-MPA). The Gln subgroup of thiol 

dioxygenase enzymes are referred to as a 3-mercaptopropionate dioxygenase (MDO).(1) Although the 

MDO enzyme has been proposed to convert 3-MPA to 3-sulfinopropionate (3-SPA), the metabolic 

role of either 3-MPA or 3-SPA is unclear.(2,3) In most bacteria, the MDO gene is on the same operon 

as an annotated sulfurtransferase, but the presence of the sulfurtransferase gene has not been 

recognized. Sulfurtransferases and dioxygenases have been found on the same operon in other 

bacterial systems, and there are three proposed mechanisms in which dioxygenases utilize the product 

of the reaction catalyzed by sulfurtransferases. Therefore, it is proposed that MDO and the 

sulfurtransferase enzymes are metabolically linked. 

To further investigate the substrate specificity of mammalian CDO and bacterial MDO, 

Arg60 was substituted with Gln in mammalian CDO (R60Q CDO) and Gln62 was substituted with 

Arg in Pseudomonas aeruginosa MDO (Q62R MDO). The substitutions did not lead to any major 

alterations in the secondary structure of R60Q CDO and Q62R MDO compared to wild-type CDO. 

Dioxygenae activity of each variant was evaluated utilizing different thiol-containing substrates such 

as 3-mercaptopropionate and 3-mercaptopyruvate. Sulfurtransferases have been shown to utilize 3-

mercaptopyruvate as a substrate, which is known to be a breakdown product of cysteine. There was 

a 10-fold increase in the kcat/Km value for Q62R MDO compared to wild-type CDO when measuring 

cysteine oxidation. The R60Q CDO variant demonstrated only nominal activity with L-cysteine, and 

no observable activity with 3-mercapatopropionate or 3-mercaptopyruvate. While the kcat/Km value 

for cysteine oxidation with Q62R MDO showed a 20-fold decrease compared to wild-type MDO with 

3-mercaptopropionate and nominal activity with 3-mercaptopyruvate. These studies suggest that the 

active site Gln residue may dictate the specificity of MDO for 3-mercaptopropionate and 3-

mercaptopyruvate, and provide insight on the metabolic role of the MDO operon. 

 
1. J.K Crowell, S. Sardar, M.S. Hossain, F.W. Foss. Jr., B.S. Pierce. Non-chemical proton-dependent 

steps prior to O2-activation limit Azotobacter vinelandii 3-mercaptopropionic acid dioxygenase 

(MDO) catalysis. Arch. Biochem. Biophys. 604 (2016) 86-94. 

2. B.S. Pierce, B.P. Subedu, S. Sardar, J.K. Crowell. The “Gln-Type” thiol dioxygenase from Azotobacter 

vinelandii is a 3-mercaptopropionic acid dioxygenase. Biochemistry 54 (2015) 7477-7490. 

3. R.P Kiene, B. F. Taylor. Biotransformations of organosulphur compounds in sediments via 3-

mercaptopropionate. Nature 332 (1988) 148-150. 
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Identification of FokI Cleavage-Resistant DNA Sequences 

Michael Van Dyke, James Shell Cox 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw GA 

 

Unlike classic type II restriction endonucleases such as EcoRI and HindIII, which 

function as homodimers to bind and cleave specific 4-8 base pair palindromic DNA 

sequences, type IIS restriction endonucleases (IISRE) such as FokI and BpmI recognize 

nonpalindromic sequences as monomers and cleave double-stranded DNA at fixed distances 

beyond their recognition sequences. Notably, IISREs cleave DNA without regards to any 

local sequence specificity at their cleavage sites. This unique property has been exploited 

for a variety of purposes, including specialized cloning techniques, Golden Gate DNA 

assembly, SAGE library preparation, TALEN synthetic nucleases, and specific DNA 

nickase development. While the absence of IISRE cleavage specificity is a critical aspect of 

these enzyme’s utility, this lack of specificity has not been formally proven. We have used 

the IISRE-based combinatorial selection method Restriction Endonuclease Protection, 

Selection and Amplification (REPSA) to explore whether IISRE cleavage-resistant DNAs 

do exist. For the IISRE FokI, we have found two classes of DNA sequences that are 

intrinsically refractory to cleavage. Preliminary studies as to their mechanism of cleavage 

inhibition will be described. 
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Substrate Specificity of Class II Nitronate Monooxygenase for 3-Nitropropionate and 

Propionate 3-nitronate 

Maria Vodovoz1, Giovanni Gadda1234 

Departments of 1Chemistry and 2Biology, and 3The Center for Diagnostics and 

Therapeutics, and 4The Center for Biotechnology and Drug Design, Georgia State 

University, Atlanta, GA 30302-3965 

 
Nitronate monooxygenase from Neurospora crassa (NcNMO) catalyzes the 

denitrification of alkyl nitronates and nitroalkanes, which is a feature of class II NMOs.1 The 

enzyme is active on the toxins 3-nitropropionate (3-NPA) and propionate 3-nitronate (P3N) 

released by various organisms as a protection mechanism from predators. 3-NPA ionizes into 

P3N, which irreversibly inhibits succinate dehydrogenase and fumarase.2 These toxins can 

be fatal because they deplete an organism of energy by halting the Krebs cycle and the 

electron transport chain.2 In this study, the substrate specificity of the enzyme was 

investigated with P3N and 3-NPA as substrates. 

NcNMO, a flavin-dependent enzyme, was expressed and purified using a variation of 

previously described protocols.3 The enzyme was expressed in Terrific Broth and the cell 

free extract was brought to 20% ammonium sulfate saturation. To optimize purity, a DEAE 

Sepharose Fast Flow column and a Phenyl Fast Flow column were used. The UV-visible 

absorption spectrum of the oxidized FMN-bound enzyme showed peaks at 444 nm and 375 

nm. The steady-state kinetics for NcNMO with P3N was carried out at 230 M, 58 M, and 

27 M oxygen at pH 7.4 and 30 C. The kinetic parameters kcat, kcat/KP3N, and kcat/Koxygen 

were 300  15 s-1, 1,500,000  200,000 M-1s-1, and 17,000,000  4,000,000 M-1s-1, 

respectively. When 3-NPA was used as a substrate, the enzyme could not be saturated 

irrespective of the concentration of oxygen in the range from 21 to 235 M. The average 

kcat/K3-NPA value was 3600  200 M-1s-1. Therefore, based on the kcat/KP3N and the kcat/K3-NPA 

values, the enzyme showed a 400-fold greater specificity for P3N than 3-NPA.  

 
This study was supported in part by grant CHE-1506518 from the NSF (G.G.) 

 
1.  Gadda, G., and Francis, K. (2010) Nitronate monooxygenase, a model for anionic flavin semiquinone 

intermediates in oxidative catalysis, Arch. Biochem. Biophys. 493, 53-61. 

2. Alston, T. A., Mela, L., and Bright, H. J. (1977) 3-Nitropropionate, the toxic substance of Indigofera, 

is a suicide inactivator of succinate dehydrogenase, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 74, 3767-3771. 

3. Francis, K., and Gadda, G. (2008) The nonoxidative conversion of nitroethane to ethylnitronate in 

Neurospora crassa 2-nitropropane dioxygenase is catalyzed by histidine 196, Biochemistry 47, 9136-

9144. 
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Probing the chemical mechanism of MTA/SAH nucleosidase from Staphylococcus 

aureus 

Brandon Burdette1, Mann Ryan1, Vern Schramm2, Shanzhi Wang1 

1Department of Chemistry, University of Arkansas Little Rock, Little Rock, AR and 

2Biochemistry Department, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, NY 

 

In bacteria, the cleavage of glycosidic bonds of both S-adenosylhomocysteine (SAH) 

and 5’-Methylthioadenosine (MTA) can be performed by a single enzyme MTA/SAH 

nucleosidase (MTAN). The enzyme has been suggested to use an acid-base mechanism for 

the hydrolysis and this is supported by both the pH profile studies and crystal structures. 

However, the definitive catalytic acid and base are not identified. In this study, six mutants 

at the active site of MTAN from S. aureus (E11Q, E171Q, E173Q, S195A, D196N and 

S195A/D196N SaMTAN) have been created and characterized. pH profiles of the mutants 

show that, the previously suggested catalytic base E11 of SaMTAN is indeed the base; 

however, the catalytic acid is a di-ad (S195-D196) rather than D196 alone. This is further 

supported by the non-additive effects on the kcat or kcat/Km of S195A and D196N SaMTAN 

compared with those of S195A/D196N SaMTAN. As previously reported, the rapid chemical 

quench showed burst kinetics with kburst of 52 ± 18 s-1 and klinear of 1.2 ± 0.2 s-1 at 0 oC; 

consistently, the measured rate constant of chemical step using stopped-flow is 47 S-1. 

Increasing solvent viscosity shows that both kcat and kcat/Km are ~ 80% diffusion-limited. 

Together, we show that product release is the rate-limiting step of catalysis in SaMTAN. 

 
1. Wang, S., Thomas, K., and Schramm, V. L. (2014) Catalytic site cooperativity in 

dimeric methylthioadenosine nucleosidase Biochemistry 53, 1527-1535. 
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Facile chemoenzymatic synthesis of O-mannosyl glycans 

Shuaishuai Wang, Qing Zhang, CongCong Chen, Yuxi Guo, Madhusudhan Reddy Gadi, 

Peng G. Wang, and Lei Li 

Department of Chemistry and Center of Diagnostics & Therapeutics, Georgia State 

University, Atlanta, GA 30303 

O-mannosylation was first discovered in yeast and widespread in prokaryotes and 

eukaryotes. In mammalian brain tissue, O-mannose glycans account for up to 30% of all O-

glycans. So, O-mannosylation plays critical roles in muscular and nervous system 

development. For instance, congenital muscular dystrophies (CMDs) were mainly caused by 

the deficiency of O-mannose glycans on α-dystroglycan. To date, more than 20 O-mannose 

glycans have been identified and characterized. All these O-mannose glycans were divided 

into three categories, core m1, m2 and m3, based on different kinds of extension strategies. 

Core m1 structures were extended with β1,2-N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) on the mannose 

residue. Core m2 glycans were formed with the addition of β1,6-GlcNAc on the mannose 

residue of core m1. Core m3 has distinctive structures with β1,4-N-acetylgalactosamine 

(GalNAc) on the mannose residue. Currently, most of the studies are focused on the core m3 

O-mannose glycans, which was closely related to CMDs. However, both core m1 and core 

m2 are less known. Herein, we obtain 45 putative core m1 and core m2 structures, for the 

first time, by using a facile core synthesis-enzymatic extension (CSEE) strategy. In addition, 

a O-mannose glycans microarray was prepared to improve our understanding of core m1 and 

core m2 O-mannose glycans. This microarray can also be used probed with glycan-binding 

proteins and α-dystroglycan antibody to demonstrate the binding selectivity between O-

mannose glycans and proteins. 
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University, Atlanta, Georgia 30302, United States 

§Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics, Stem Cell Institute, University of 

Alabama, Birmingham, Alabama 35294, United States 

 

Protein arginine methyltransferases (PRMTs) are essential epigenetic players in 

living cells. Dysregulation of PRMTs are closely related to many diseases, including cancer. 

Based on previously reported PRMT1 inhibitors bearing the diamidine phamacophore, a 

combinatorial high throughput screening strategy led to compound K313, which possesses a 

biochemical IC50 value of 0.84 µM against PRMT1. K313 significantly inhibited the cell 

proliferation and reduced the arginine methylation level of MEG01 cells (leukaemia) and 

OVCAR3 cells (ovarian cancer). 
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Wei Wei, Jana Markley, Luting Fang and Timothy A. Wencewicz 

Department of Chemistry, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130 

 

Glutamine synthetase (GS) [1] (PDB: 2BVC) is an ATP-dependent enzyme that 

performs the condensation of ammonium with glutamate to obtain glutamine. M. tuberculosis 

GS (MtGS) is a dodecamer consisting of two face to face hexametric rings with twelve active 

sites locating between monomers. In the GS catalyzed reaction, the first step is the 

phosphorylation of the carboxylate side chain of glutamate. Then the ammonium is 

deprotonated by the enzyme to form ammonia, which attacks the carbonyl group to provide 

a tetrahedral intermediate. The final step is the release of glutamine and free phosphate. Since 

GS is essential for mycobacterial nitrogen metabolism and cell wall formation, inhibiting 

MtGS could be a promising direction to develop new therapeutic drugs for TB. Also, MtGS 

is secreted to the phagosome and becomes an attractive target because it disturbs nitrogen 

metabolism of Mtb and avoids the need to permeate the thick cell envelope.   

There are two main categories of GS inhibitors: small, polar amino acid analogs and 

hydrophobic heterocycles that mimic ATP [2]. Among these inhibitors, methionine 

sulfoximine (MSO) and glufosinate (Glufos) are the most widely studied inhibitors. MSO 

was the first potent MtGS inhibitor documented and has shown promise for treating TB in 

guinea pigs. Both MSO and Glufos are phosphorylated by MtGS forming MSO-Pi and 

Glufos-Pi to mimic the tetrahedral intermediate during the glutamine formation. 

In order to investigate more MtGS inhibitors, our lab gains inspiration from the most 

powerful synthetic chemist—nature. Tabtoxin is a dipeptide phytotoxin produced by 

pathogenic strains of Pseudomonas syringae, and the intracellular cleavage of tabtoxin by 

peptidase forms Tabtoxinine-β-lactam (TβL). TβL, unlike other β-lactam antibiotics that 

target transpeptidase, is an effective inhibitor of GS. Because of its special inhibition 

mechanism and the ability to evade major classes of β-lactamases, TβL is a promising anti-

TB agent. Based on the previous study [3], TβL is a time and ATP-dependent inhibitor of GS 

and it forms TβL-Pi by the enzymatic phosphorylation on the hydroxyl group. The unique 

mechanism of TβL makes the development of 3-HβLs as GS inhibitors very interesting. 3-

HβLs present unique chemical space compared to sulfoximines and phosphinates. 

Furthermore, the design of other 3-HβL containing inhibitors could be expanded to target 

other ATP-dependent carboxylate-amine ligase superfamily. 

 
This study was supported Children’s Discovery Institute at St. Louis Children’s Hospital. 

 

1. W. W. Krajewski, T. A. Jones, S. L. Mowbray. Structure of Mycobacterium tuberculosis glutamine 

synthetase in complex with a transition-state mimic provides functional insights. PNAS. 2005, 102, 

10499–10504. 

2. S. L. Mowbray, M. K. Kathiravan, A. A. Pandey, L. R. Odell. Inhibition of Glutamine Synthetase: A 

Potential Drug Target in Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Molecules. 2014, 19, 13161-13176.. 

3. G. Patrick, L.T. Fang, J. Schaefer, S. Singh, G. Bowman, T. A. Wencewicz. Mechanistic Basis for 

ATP-Dependent Inhibition of Glutamine Synthetase by Tabtoxinine-β-Lactam. Biochemistry. 2018, 

57 (1), pp 117–135. 
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Biosciences, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60208 

 

Transcription initiation by eukaryotic RNA Polymerases I (Pol I) depends on the 

general transcription factor–Core Factor (CF) complex to recognize specific upstream 

promoter regions in order to assemble into a pre-initiation complex (PIC). Here, we solve 

a structure of Pol I-CF- DNA to 3.78 Å resolution using single-particle cryo-EM. The 

structure reveals a bipartite architecture of the CF and its specific recognition of the 

promoter DNA between positions -27 and -16. CF’s intrinsic mobility correlates well with 

the different conformational states of Pol I cleft, in addition to the stabilization of either 

the Rrn7 N-terminal domain near Pol I wall or the tandem winged helix (tWH) domain of 

A49 at a partially overlapping location. Comparison of three PIC states obtained in this 

study with the Pol II system suggests that a ratchet motion of the CF bound to the upstream 

DNA facilitates promoter melting in an ATP-independent manner, distinct from a DNA 

translocase actively threading from downstream in Pol II PIC. 
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*Corresponding to: dhamelberg@gsu.edu 

 

Protein internal motions or dynamics are intimately coupled to molecular function 

and its regulation. However, detailed mechanisms on how a protein molecule harnesses 

thermal fluctuations for function remain elusive. An effective way to understand a complex 

system is to introduce small variations or perturbations to examine how the system 

responds. Practically, this approach has been implemented in laboratories to understand 

protein function via site-directed mutagenesis. On the other hand, nature has done similar 

“experiments” in which natural proteins evolved to acquire diversity through mutations and 

the subsequent natural selection or genetic drift. During evolution, certain patterns of 

dynamics must be conserved to retain the core protein function, whereas variable dynamics 

in synergy with variable sequences underlie the functional specificity. Hence, a careful 

examination of dynamics across extant homologous proteins provide unprecedented 

opportunity to uncover the complex structure-dynamics-function relationship. Here we 

describe a comparative study of the conformational dynamics across the cyclophilin family, 

a group of enzymes catalyzing the peptidyl- prolyl cis-trans isomerization and model 

systems where dynamics determine function. With a combined approach of molecular 

dynamics simulations and residue-residue contact analysis, we uncovered the allosteric 

mechanisms underlying the molecular recognition and catalysis in cyclophilins. 

Collectively, our results provide a framework where both common and specific functional 

mechanisms can be understood with an evolutionary analysis of contact dynamics. 
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Mansoorabadi 
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Methyl-coenzyme M reductase (MCR) is the key enzyme of methanogenesis and 

anaerobic methane oxidation (AOM). The activity of MCR is dependent on the unique 

nickel-containing tetrapyrrole, coenzyme F430. We used comparative genomics to identify 

the coenzyme F430 biosynthesis (cfb) genes and characterized the encoded enzymes. The 

pathway was found to involve nickelochelation of sirohydrochlorin by the first nickel-

specific chelatase, amidation to form a novel tetrapyrrole, Ni-sirohydrochlorin a, c-diamide, 

an un-presented a 6-electron reduction/γ-lactamization reaction by a primitive homolog of 

nitrogenase, and intramolecular carboxylic ring formation by a Mur ligase homolog. Base on 

this discovery, we focus on F430 in vivo biosynthesis right now. MCR is a heterohexamer 

comprised of McrA, McrB, and McrG subunits. In addition to mcrA, mcrB, and mcrG, the 

mcr gene cluster contains 2 genes of unknown function: mcrC and mcrD. There are 5 

unprecedented post translation modifications (PTMs) surrounding the MCR active site in 

most species: 2-(S)-methylglutamine (which is absent in M. acetivorans), 5-(S)-

methylarginine, 1-N-methylhistidine, S-methylcysteine, and thioglycine residues. In 

addition, the McrB subunit contains a cis-proline residue that is likely important for MCR 

complex formation. We identified several candidates for PTMs by homolog comparison 

methods and we are working on the characterization of them. This study significantly 

advances our understanding of coenzyme F430 biosynthesis and MCR maturation, identifies 

new targets for inhibitors of natural greenhouse gas emissions, and sets the stage for 

metabolic engineering efforts utilizing MCR. 

 
This study was supported by NSF – Catalysis and Biocatalysis (Award Number: 1646895), DOE – 

Physical Biosciences (Award Number: DE-SC0018043), and DOE – ARPA-E (Award Number: DE-

AR0000433). 

 

1. Zheng, K., Ngo, P. D., Owens, V. L., Yang, X.-p. and Mansoorabadi, S. O. (2016) The biosynthetic 

pathway of coenzyme F430 in methanogenic and methanotrophic archaea, Science 354, 339-342.  
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